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Lot 
Number Title Description Starting 

Bid

5001

Dan Wesson 
Model 15-2 
Pistol Pac 
Cased Set 
Double Action 
Revolver

.357 Mag, 8" vent rib bbl, SN 274265. 99% blue finish shows only light handling with light cylinder drag line, 
good bore, adjustable target sights, orange front sight insert, wide ribbed hammer with smooth trigger, 
checkered wood finger groove combat style grips show light handling, comes with 2 1/2", 4" and 6" vent rib 
barrels and shrouds, 2 extra wood grips, belt buckle, patch, barrel change/takedown tool, barrel set up 
feeler gauge, front sight inserts packed in the original brown yellow lined attache case (Pistol Pac) and 
Lawrence leather holster and ammo belt. Very good condition. 22-370

500

5002

Smith & 
Wesson 617-6 
Double Action 
Revolver

.22LR, 5 7/8" bbl, SN CYN5150. Matte stainless finish shows light handling with faint cylinder drag line, 
good bore, adjustable target sights, serrated hammer with smooth trigger, checkered rubber finger groove 
grips show average handling with original blue plastic case and papers. Good condition. 22-460

250

5003

Smith & 
Wesson 19-3 
Double Action 
Revolver

.357 Mag, 5 7/8" bbl, SN 4K33049. 98% blue finish shows average handling with faint cylinder drag line, 
good bore, adjustable target sights, wide serrated hammer and wide ribbed trigger show 80% case color, 
post 68 checkered wood grips show average handling with moderate dent in right panel, original navy blue 
cardboard box. Good condition. 22-388

250

5004

Smith & 
Wesson 649-2 
Double Action 
Revolver

.38 Special, 1 3/4" bbl, SN BKD6246. Matte stainless finish shows average handling with faint cylinder drag 
line, good bore, bobbed snag free hammer, checkered wood grips show average handling with areas of loss 
on edges with cardboard sleeve. Good condition. 22-390

200

5005

Smith & 
Wesson Safety 
Hammerless 
(Lemon 
Sqeezer) 2nd 
Model Double 
Action 
Revolver

.32 S&W 3" bbl, SN 160983 (very hard to read the last 3 digits). 85% nickle finsh shows areas of loss and 
flaking, good bore, checkered diamond pattern grips show average handling. Good condition. 22-331 100

5005A CONDITION 
REPORTS firearms@alderferauction.com

5006

Colt 
Peacemaker 
Rimfire 
Combo Single 
Action 
Revolver

.22 WMR, 6" bbl, SN G160805. 99% blue finish on barrel, cylinder and grip strap show light handling, case 
color frame, good bore, extra .22LR cylinder shows no handling, bone grips show no handling with extra set 
of Ruger checkered plastic grips. Very good condition. 22-445.

200

5007

Colt Single 
Action 
Buntline Scout 
Single Action 
Revolver

.22LR, 9 1/2" bbl, SN 54705F. 95% blue finish shows average handling with small area of abrassions on left 
side of barrel at front of ejector shroud, good bore, checkered Rampant Colt grips with Epluribus eagle and 
shield show light handling. Good condition. 22-446

200

5008

Colt Single 
Action Army 
Single Action 
Revolver

.38 Special, 4 5/8" bbl, SN 305271. Smooth dark brown patina, good bore, matching number on frame and 
grip strap, loading gate marked 3843, wood grips show average handling with a few small scratches, 
leather Hunter open toe holster. Good condition. 22-464 C&R

200

5009

Beretta 
Stampede 
Single Action 
Revolver

.45LC, 7 1/2" bbl, SN B09711. Stainless finish shows only very light handling, good bore, date code BU 
(2004) wood grips show no handling, with papers. Very good condition. 22-483 200

5010

Ruger New 
Model Single 
Six Single 
Convertable 
Action 
Revolver

.22LR, 9 1/2" bbl, SN 62-99129. 99% blue finish shows only very light handling, good bore, Weaver style 
scope base with Tasco Red Dot (rubber skin has sticky residue possibly from storage in high temperature), 
original sight included, wood grips show no handling with extra .22WMR cylinder and papers. Very good 
condition. 22-484

200

5011

Savage 101 
Faux Revolver 
Single Shot 
Pistol

.22LR, 4 1/4" bbl, SM 43573. 50% matte black paint finish shows areas of loss, good bore, unique side 
tipping barrel and faux cylinder made to look like a vintage Colt, wood indian head grips show averag 
handling. Good condition. 22-403 C&R

80

5012

North 
American 
Arms Mini 
Revolver

.22LR, 1 1/8" bbl, SN V73946. Stainless finish shows light handling, good bore, laminated birdshead wood 
grips show light handling with pistol rug, papers and original cardboard box. Good condition. 22-389 100

5013

High Standard 
Double Nine 
Double Action 
Revolver

.22, 5 1/2" bbl, SN MO42188. 98% blue finish shows average handling with a small area of loss on left side 
of frame above trigger, good bore, adjustable rear sight, wood grips show average handling. Good 
condition. 22-391

100
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5014

HIgh Standard 
Double Nine 
W-100 Double 
Action 
Revolver

.22, 5 1/2" bbl, SN 854412W-100. Matte stainless finish shows moderate handling with scattered nicks and 
scratches, good bore, black plastic grips show average handling with 1/4" nick in left scale near medallion. 
Good condition. 22-376 C&R

100

5015
Rohm RG-14 
Double Action 
Revolver

.22LR, 1 3/4" bbl, SN L595556. 90% blue finish shows average handling with thinning on most edges, good 
bore, checkered plastic grips show light handling. One of these Little Rohm RG-14 Revolvers was used in 
the assasination attempt of President Ronald Reagan. Good condition. 22-375

80

5016
Rohm RG-10 
Double Action 
Revolver

.22 Short, 2 1/2" bbl, SN 1287327. 85% blue finish shows moderate handling with areas of loss on loading 
gate and crisp edges, good bore, checkered plastic grips show moderate handling. Good condition. 22-411 40

5017

Rohm Liberty 
RG-10 Double 
Action 
Revolver

.22 Short, 2 1/8" bbl SN 2978130. 80% blue finish shows moderate handling with areas of loss and thinning, 
good bore, checkered plastic grips are held in place via tape. good condition. 22-409 30

5018

Thames Arms 
Co. TIp Up 
Double Action 
Revolver

.32 S&W 3" bbl, SN 6025. 85% nickle finish shows moderate freckling with areas of flaking, fair bore, 
checkered plastic grips show average handling with area of stain/sticker residue on right scale. Good 
condition. 22-332 C&R

30

5019

Inca/IMP 
Model 9 
Double Action 
Revolver

.22LR, 2" bbl, SN 25176. Brown/gray patina on barrel, frame shows matte gray with 20% thin blue finish on 
cylinder, hammer and trigger, good bore, tip of trigger is broken off leaving a sharp edge, checkered plastic 
grips show average handling. Good condition. 22-412

30

5020

Gen Perc Corp 
Model 61 
Double Action 
Revolver And 
Parts

.22 Short, 2" bbl, SN 2788. Revolver being sold as parts, cylinder is not attached, comes with other assorted 
revolver parts including barrel, trigger, side plate and more. Poor condition. 22-414 20

5020A CONDITION 
REPORTS firearms@alderferauction.com

5021

Harrington & 
Richardson 
Target Model 
766 Double 
Action 
Revolver

.22, 6" bbl, SN 485464. 80% blue finish shows general thinning with moderate freckling, fair bore, 
checkered wood grips show average handling with leather open toe holster. Good condition. 22-467 C&R 50

5022

Harrington & 
Richardson 
Premier Auto 
Ejection 
Double Action 
Revolver

.32 S&W, 3" bbl, SN 34011. 85% matte nickle finish shows average handling with number 1132 scratched 
into left side of frame and CLR on right side of frame, fair bore, checkered plastic grips show average 
handling with leather holster. Good condition. 22-469 C&R

50

5023

Harrington & 
Richardson 
Premier Auto 
Ejecting 
Double Action 
Revolver

.32 S&W 3 1/4" bbl, NSN. 40% blue finish shows moderate handling with general thinning and loss 
throughout, fair bore, Colt modified checkered wood grips show average handling however they are over 
sized with layer of wood sandwiched between grip scales as a spacer giving the revolver a larger frame 
appearance. Fair condition. 22-333 C&R

50

5024

H&R Arms Co. 
Auto Ejection 
Double Action 
Revolver

.32 S&W 2" bbl, SN 413278. 60% nickle finish shows moderate freckling and areas of loss on edges, good 
bore, checkered plastic grips show average handling. Good condition. 22-334 C&R 50

5025

Iver Johson 
Arms & Cycle 
Works Safety 
Automatic 
Hammer 
Double Action 
Revolver

.32 S&W, 3" bbl, SN F49160. 95% nickle finish shows average handling with small areas of fine frecklig, 
good bore, checkered plastic Owls head grips show average handling with large leather holster. Sept 1901 a 
Safety Automatic Hammer revolver was used to assassinate President William McKinley. Good condition. 
22-468 C&R

50

5026

Iver Johson 
Arms & Cycle 
Works Safety 
Hammerless 
Double Action 
Revolver

.38 S&W, 3 1/4" bbl, SN 45355. 75% nickle finish shows moderate freckling with areas of flaking on edges, 
fair bore, checkered plastic Owls head grips show average handling. Good condition. 22-410 C&R 50
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5027

Iver Johnson 
Arms & Cycle 
Works Safety 
Automatic 
Hammer 
Double Action 
Revolver

.32 S&W, 3" bbl, SN 24849. 95% nickle finish shows areas of flaking, good bore, hammer and trigger show 
60% case color finish, plastic Owls head grips show light handling. Sept 1901 a Safety Automatic Hammer 
revolver was used to assassinate President William McKinley. Good condition. 22-392 C&R

50

5028

Iver Johnson 
Arms & Cycle 
Works Safety 
Automatic 
Hammer 
Double Action 
Revolver

.32 S&W, 3" bbl, SN 42571. 10% nickle finish shows heavy cleaning with exposed pitting, fair bore, ill fitting 
Hopkins Allen grips show heavy handling with posible fire damage. Sept 1901 a Safety Automatic Hammer 
revolver was used to assassinate President William McKinley. Fair condition. 22-413 C&R

30

5029

US Revolver 
Co. Safety 
Hammer 
Double Action 
Revolver

.38 S&W, 3 1/4" bbl, SN 24621. 80% nickle finish shows average handling with areas of moderate freckling 
and flaking on edges, poor bore, checkered plastic grips show average handling. Good condition. 22-366 
C&R

50

5030 Cobra CB380 O
/U Derringer

.380 Auto, 2 3/4" bbls, SN CTO55431. Chrome finish shows only very light handling, very good bores, faux 
vent rib, laminated wood grips show no handling, with leather Hunter holster, papers and factory plastic 
case. Very good condition. 22-482

100

5030A Product is 
Sold AS IS Please review all photos and fully read all descriptions.

5031

Colt 
Government 
Model 100 
Years of 
Service Semi 
Automatic 
Pistol

.45 ACP. 5" bbl, SN FR29730E. 99% blue finish shows light handling with a few faint rub marks, good bore, 3 
dot sights, skeletonized hammer and trigger, Pachmayr laminated wood grips with checkered rubber finger 
groove front wrap, with 2-8 rnd magazines, factory checkered laminated wood grips, papers and factory 
plastic case. Very good condition. 22-374 NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in 
regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

300

5032
Colt 
Conversion 
Unit

22LR. 5" bbl. 95% blued finish shows average handling, good bore, 1 - 10 round magazine, appears to be 
missing the ejector (easy to get online for around $35) in wood case. Good condition. NOTE: Please refer to 
the terms and conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

100

5033

Smith & 
Wesson M&P 
9 Shield Semi 
Automatic 
Pistol

9mm, 3"bbl, SN HLH5510. 99% matte black slide shows only very light handling, very good bore, 3 dot 
sights, polymer frame/grips show no handling, 1-8rnd and 1-7rnd magazine, papers and original cardboard 
box. Excellent condition. 22-372 NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in regards to 
firearms with high capacity magazines.

200

5034

Smith & 
Wesson 
Model 22A-1 
Semi 
Automatic 
Pistol

.22LR, 5 1/2" bbl, SN UBW7662. 99% matte black finish shows only very light handling, very good bore, 
adjustable target sights, picatinny style top attachment rail, rubber grips with textured plastic panels, 2-10 
rnd magazines, papers and factory plastic case. Excelent condition. 22-373 NOTE: Please refer to the terms 
and conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

200

5035

HK USP 
Compact Semi 
Automatic 
Pistol

.40S&W, 3 1/2" bbl, SN 26-002644. 98% matte black finish shows average handling and tinning on sights 
and crisp edges, good bore, 3 dot sights, polymer frame/grips shows light handling, 2-10 rnd magazines, 
papers and factory plastic case. good condition. 22-459 NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of 
this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

250

5036

Bersa/ RSA 
Thunder 380 
Semi 
Automatic 
Pistol

.380 Auto, 3 1/2" bbl, SN 902871. 95% blue finish shows thinning on most edges and small area of loss on 
left side of slide above trigger, good bore, checkered plastic grips show average handling with 2-7rnd and 1-
10 rnd magazines, papers and original cardboard box. Good condition. 22-430 NOTE: Please refer to the 
terms and conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

150

5037

SCCY CPX-1 
Semi 
Automatic 
Pistol

9mm, 3" bbl, SN 650814. Matte stainless slide shows only very light handling, good bore, polymer frame
/grips show no handling, 5-10rnd magazines, papers and orignal cardboard box. Very good condition. 22-
431 NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity 
magazines.

150

5038

Sig Sauer 
1911-22 Semi 
Automatic 
Pistol

.22LR HV, 5" bbl, SN T160420. 99% Flat Dark Earth finish shows only very light handling around take down 
notch and right rear edge of grip strap. Very good bore, adjustable sights, skeletonized hammer and 
trigger, checkered wood US (colt diamond pattern) grips show no handling. 1-10 rnd magazine, papers and 
original plastic case. Very good condition. 22-444 NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this 
sale in regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

200

5039

High Standard 
The Victor 
Semi 
Automatic 
Pistol

.22LR, 4 1/2" bbl, SN ML17498. 90% blue finish shows average handling with thinning on crisp edges and 
light scratching, good bore with moderately worn riffling, no sights or optics included, checkered thumb 
rest wood grips show average handling, 1-10 rnd magazine. Good condition. 22-367 NOTE: Please refer to 
the terms and conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

150
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5040

Steyr OWG 
Pieper 
Model1908 
Semi 
Automatic 
PIstol

7.65 mm 3 9/16" bbl, SN 31501. 99% possible old reblue shows only very light handling, very good bore, 
checkered plastic grips show very light handling with 1-7rnd magazine. Very good condition. 22-371 C&R 
NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity 
magazines.

150

5041

Taurus G2C 
Semi 
Automatic 
Pistol

9 mm, 3 1/4" bbl, SN 1C079639. Matte black slide shows only very light handling with traces of factory 
machine oil remaining, very good bore, polymer frame/grips show no handling, 3 dot sights, 2-12 rnd 
magazines, papers and factory cardboard box. Excellent condition. 22-402 NOTE: Please refer to the terms 
and conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

150

5042

Star/Interarms 
Firestar M43 
Semi 
Automatic 
Pistol

9 mm, 3 1/4" bbl, SN 1954487. 75% blue finish shows moderate handling with thinning on most edges and 
a few scattered freckles, good bore, checkered rubber grips show average handling, 1-7rnd magazine. 
Good condition 22-404 NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in regards to firearms 
with high capacity magazines.

100

5043

Hi-Point 
Model CF380 
Semi 
Automatic 
Pistol

.380 Auto, 3 1/2" bbl, SN P777832. 85% matte black finish on slide with polished sides shows moderate 
handling, good bore, polymer frame with camo grips shows average handling 1-8rnd magazine. Good 
condition. 22-408 NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with 
high capacity magazines.

80

5044

Hi-Point 
Model C Semi 
Automatic 
PIstol

9mm, 3 1/2" bbl, SN P016381. 95% black repainted finish shows average handling with brush marks on side 
of slide, good bore, polymer frame shows average handling, textured plastic grips show light handling, 1-
8rnd magazine. Fair condition. 22-405 NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in regards 
to firearms with high capacity magazines.

60

5045

Hi-Point 
Model JC Semi 
Automatic 
Pistol

40 S&W, 4 1/2" bbl, SN 122892. 85% matte black finish shows heavy handling with areas of denting and 
abrassions, good bore, frame shows average handling with textured plastic grips and Pachmayr grip sleeve 
(shows cracking on right side) 1-8 rnd magazine. good condition. 22-406 NOTE: Please refer to the terms 
and conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

60

5046

Hi-Point 
Model JH 
Semi 
Automatic 
Pistol

.45 ACP, 4 1/2" bbl, SN 322830. 95% matte black textured finish shows average handling, good bore, plastic 
grips with rubber finger groove sleeve show average handling. 1-7 rnd magazine. Good condition. 22-407 
NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity 
magazines.

80

5047 Beretta Model 
21A

.22LR. 2 3/8" bbl. SN BES60068U. 98% blued finish shows light handling with 1 small abrasion on bottom of 
grip strap, good bore, wood grips show average handling. With 1-8 round magazine, papers and factory 
cardboard box. Good condition. 21-1494. NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in 
regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

150

5048

Franchi 
Hunter 48/AL 
Semi 
Automatic 
Shotgun

20 Ga. 28" bbl, 2 3/4" chamber, IC choke, SN 92059. 95% blue finish on barrel shows areas of light 
scratches and scattered light freckles, good bore, vent rib, duo tone receiver shows black finish on top and 
bottom silver/gray engraved panels on sides, checkered wood stock and forearm show average handling. 
14 1/8" LOP. Good condition. 22-337

200

5050

P Beretta 
1201F Semi 
Automatic 
Shotgun

12 Ga. 28" Ported bbl, 3" chamber, full choke tube, SN T36917E. 98% matte black finish shows average 
handling, good bore, vent rib, synthetic stock and forearm show moderate handling with areas of abrasions 
on butt stock with nylon sling. 14" LOP. Good condition. 22-386

200

5050A CONDITION 
REPORTS firearms@alderferauction.com

5051

Remington 
1100 Magnum 
Semi 
Automatic 
Shotgun

12 Ga. 27 3/4" bbl, 2 3/4" chamber, Mod choke, SN N289985M. 90% blue finish shows areas of abrasions 
on top rear of receiver and edges of vent rib, good bore, engraved receiver marked Magnum on lower right 
rear corner barrel is marked 2 3/4", checkered wood stock and forearm show average handling. 13 7/8" 
LOP. Good condition. 22-382

150

5052

Remington 
1100 Semi 
Automatic 
Shotgun

12 Ga. 25 1/2" bbl, 2 3/4" chamber, Mod choke tube, SN M126159V. 90% blue finish shows average 
handling with area of abrasions on right side of receiver around ejection port, good bore, vent rib with 
center bead, engraved receiver with good fill,checkered wood stock and forearm show average handling 
with small chip behind poor fitting pistol grip cap possibly a replacement, butt stock is slightly loose on 
receiver,14" LOP. Good condition. 22-364

150

5053

Remington 
Model 48 
Sportsman 
Semi 
Automatic 
Shotgun

12 Ga. 21 1/4" bbl, 2 3/4" chamber, Power Pac choke, SN 3016554. 90% blue finish shows areas of 
moderate freckling, good bore, vent rib with center bead, left side of breech marked Skeet, checkered 
wood stock and forearm show average handling with wood butt plate and discoloration to white line 
spacers on butt plate and pistol grip cap. 14 1/4" LOP Good condition. 22-241 C&R

100

5054

Winchester 
1500XTR Semi 
Automatic 
Shotgun

12 Ga. 28 1/2" bbl, 2 3/4" chamber, Imp cyl choke tube, SN NX025777. 95% blue finish shows average light 
handling with small areas of light scratches, good bore, vent rib, checkered high gloss wood stock and 
forearm show average handling. 14" LOP. Good condition. 22-346

150
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5055

Browning 
Belgian A5 
Magnum Semi 
Automatic 
Shotgun

12 Ga. 31 1/2" bbl, 3" chamber, Full choke, SN 7V98486. 80% blue finish shows general thinning with areas 
of light freckling on forearm cap and sides of engraved receiver, good bore, high gloss checkered wood 
stock and forearm show average handling with small chip on front edge of pistol grip, 14 1/8" LOP Good 
condition. 22-383

150

5056

Browning 
Belgian A5 
High Grade 
Semi 
Automatic 
Shotgun With 
Scarce Suicide 
Safety

12 Ga. 21" bbl, 2 3/4" chamber, Cutts/Lyman adjustable choke, SN 206842. 95% blue finish shows average 
handling with small areas of freckling mostly on right side of breech along forearm, good bore, vent rib 
with center bead, engraved receiver, lower tang engraved W B U. Highly figured checkered wood stock and 
forearm show light handling with slight mold staining, Comes with Cutts Comp pattern tubes wood case 
and 4 Cutts/Lyman tubes and wrench. 14" LOP. Good condition. 22-240 C&R

150

5057

Savage 
Engraved 
775A Semi 
Automatic 
Shotgun

.16Ga. 27" bbl, 2 3/4" chamber, Savage Super choke adjustable choke system, SN 260752. 90% blue finish 
shows average handling with areas of minor scratches and nicks, good bore, checkered wood stock and 
forearm show average handling with area of moderate scratches on cheek and a few dents on forearm. 
LOP 13 1/4". Good condition 22-479 C&R

100

5058
Remington 
870TB Pump 
Action Shotgun

12 Ga. 30" bbl, 2 3/4" chamber, full choke, SN 1127630V. 90% blue finish shows general thinning with areas 
of loss at carry points and on crisp edges, good bore, vent rib, high gloss highly figured checkered wood 
stock and forearm show average handling. 14 1/4" LOP. Good condition.22-363

100

5059

Remington 
870 
Wingmaster 
Magnum 
Pump Action 
Shotgun

12 Ga. 30" bbl, 3" chamber, Full choke, SN V938932M. 98% blue finish shows light handling with thinning 
on crisp edges, good bore, vent rib, high gloss checkered wood stock and forearm show light handling. 13 7
/8" LOP. Good condition. 22-422

150

5060

Remington 
870 Pump 
Action 
Shotgun 
Barrel Only

12 Ga. 20" 2 3/4" chamber, Cyl bore, 85% blue finish shows average handling with areas of light freckling, 
rifle sights, good bore (not a rifled bore). Good condition. 40

5061

Remington 
870 Pump 
Action 
Shotgun 
Barrel Only

12 Ga. 28" 2 3/4" chamber, Mod choke, 90% blue finish shows general thinning on edges and small 
scratches, good bore, vent rib with center bead. Good condition. 40

5062

Remington 
870 Pump 
Action 
Shotgun 
Barrel Only

12 Ga. 28" 3" chamber, Mod choke tube, 99% matte black finish, good bore, vent rib. Good condition. 40

5063

Remington 
Model 10 
Pump Action 
Shotgun

12 Ga, 28" bbl, Mod choke, SN U86564. Dark gray/brown patina, good bore, wood stock and ribbed 
forearm show moderate handling with repaired and chipped toe, small crack at lower tang and small crack 
on bottom rear edge of forearm. Good condition. 22-417 C&R

50

5064

Winchester 
Model 1897 
Pump Action 
Shotgun

12 Ga. 20" bbl, 2 3/4" chamber, Cyl bore, SN C170326. Dark brown/gray patina, good bore, wood stock and 
ribbed forearm show moderate handling with right side of butt stock marked A 77 (possible an inventory 
control number from prior police or security work, no military bomb stamp) with 2" crack on left side of 
wrist and 4" crack on left side of forearm. Good condition. 22-335 C&R

150

5065

Winchester 
(Pre 64) 
Model 42 
Pump Action 
Shotgun

.410 Ga. 21 3/4" bbl, 3" chamber, Skeet choke, SN 12694. 75% blue finish shows areas of heavy oxidation 
and freckling, Cutts/Lyman changeable choke system, good bore, vent rib, checkered wood stock and 
forearm show light handling, 14 1/8" LOP. Good condition. 22-237 C&R

150

5066
Mossberg 500 
Combo Pump 
Action Shotgun

20 Ga. 18 1/2" bbl, 3" chamber, Cyl bore, SN V1101315. 99% blue finish on barrel shows only very light 
handling, good bore, matte black receiver shows, factory drilled and tapped for scope mounting, checkered 
synthetic stock and forearm show no handling, butt stock has interchangeable combs (includes low crown 
installed and high comb) second barrel is a 24" rifle bore with Trophy cantilevered scope mount, good 
bore, 85% matte black finish shows a 2" section of muzzle with heavy oxidation that extends slightly into 
bore, 14 1/8" LOP. Comes with original cardboard box and papers. Good condition. 22-415

100

5067
Westernfield 
M550B Pump 
Action Shotgun

16 Ga. 26" bbl, 2 3/4" chamber C-lect choke, NSN. 80% blue finish on barrel shows general thinning and 
areas of moderate freckles, good bore, 5% matte black paint finish on receiver shows moderate handling, 
checkered wood stock and ribbed forearm show small cracks at wrist and butt stock cut off to 11 1/8" LOP 
with no butt plate. Fair condition. 22-399 C&R

40

5068

Ithaca 37 
Featherlight 
Pump Action 
Shotgun

20 Ga. 26" bbl, 2 3/4" chamber, Imp choke, SN 371208732. 98% blue finish shows light handling with small 
areas of light freckling on vent rib with center bead, good bore, checkered wood stock and forearm show 
average handling with a few small nicks and scratches around toe, 14" LOP. Good condition. 22-439

100
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5069

Cased Arrieta/ 
New England 
Arms Custom 
Special 
Ordered 
Model 872 SxS 
Shotgun

16Ga. 29" bbls, 3" chambers, left choke .010" Right choke .005" SN 57-03-80-01. 99% blue finish on barrels 
with a couple small abrasions near breech on rib and top of left barrel, very good bores, solid smooth rib, 
full coverage engraved white (couin finish) receiver with hand demountable side locks, ejectors, engraved 
trigger guard with gold fill A G and Fleur de Lis and no 80-01 on trigger guard tail, 4 lb trigger pull, hinge pin 
balance point, high figured checkered wood stock and splinter style forearm show average handling with a 
few minor dents, LOP is 15 1/2" front trigger and 14 1/2" rear trigger, 1 5/8" drop at comb and 2 1/2" drop 
at heel, cast off Right 1/4" at heel and 3/8" at toe with 4 degree pitch, stock belly has inlaid disk engraved 
RDO, comes with build/order paperwork and Arrieta company catalog in fitted leather luggage style case 
(leather shows average handling) Good condition. 22-461

5000

5070

Cased Parker 
Reproduction 
/ Winchester 
DHE Grade 
SxS Shotgun

20Ga. 26" bbls, 2 3/4" chambers, Mod/Imp chokes, SN 20-05248. 99% blue finish on barrels shows small 
areas of light freckles with the heaviest being on the bottom of the barrels just in front of forearm, very 
good bores, solid textured non glare rib, 98% bright case color on engraved receiver, ejectors, high figured 
checkered wood stock shows average handling with a few shallow dents, LOP 14 1/4" front trigger and 13 3
/8" rear trigger, belly of butt stock has round inlay engraved S R O, comes with fitted leather luggage style 
case. Good condition.22-462

1500

5071

Charles Daly
/Miroku 
Model 500 SxS 
Shotgun

12 Ga. 28" bbl, 2 3/4" chambers, Mod/Full chokes, SN 197306. 98% blue finish shows light handling with 
thinning on lower half of receiver, solid smooth rib, good bores, extractors, high figured checkered wood 
stock and forearm show light handling with small brass oval in stock beel engraved JUM (loose held in place 
with tape) LOP 14 1/2" front trigger and 13 1/2" rear trigger. Good condition. 22-248 C&R

150

5072

Hunter Arms 
LC Smith Field 
Grade SxS 
Shotgun

12 Ga. 30" bbls, 2 3/4" chambers, Full/Mod chokes, SN 58294. 85% blue finish on barrels shows general 
thinning with areas of moderate freckling, left barrel marked Hunter Arms co and right barrel marked L C 
Smith, good bores, solid rib, receiver shows silver/gray finish with side plates marked L C Smith, extractors, 
checkered wood stock and forearm show average handling with small cracks at rear of forearm and small 
chip in edge of pistol grip cap. LOP 14 3/4" front trigger and 13 3/4" rear trigger. Good condition. 22-395 
C&R

150

5073
L C Smith 
Grade 1 SxS 
Shotgun

12 Ga. 32" Damascus bbls, 2 3/4" chambers, Full/Full chokes, SN 313244. Silver/gray patina, good bores, 
with right barrel having a moderate dent 13 1/2" from breech, engraved receivers marked LC Smith on 
both side plates, matching numbers on receiver, barrels, forearm and trigger guard, extractors, checkered 
wood stock and forearm show average handling, ebony forearm nose cap and tail. LOP 14 1/8" front trigger 
13 1/8" rear trigger. Good condition. 22-465 C&R

100

5074
BSA Guns LTD
/Sarco. SxS 
Shotgun

12 Ga. 30" bbls, 2 3/4" chambers, Im/Ic chokes, SN 35036. Dark brown/gray patina with small areas of 
oxidation, fair bores, solid rib missing bead, extractors,checkered non matching wood stock and forearm 
show moderate handling with home checkered wrist, small cracks on right side of butt stock and small nail 
repaired cracks at top tang, English style sling loops and ill fitting hard rubber butt plate, LOP 14 1/2" front 
trigger and 13 1/2" rear trigger. Fair condition. 22-396 C&R

80

5075 Geco/Sarco 
SxS Shotgun

12 Ga. 27 1/2" bbls, 2 3/4" chambers, Ic/Ic chokes SN 713096. 95% heavy black painted on finish shows 
average handling with area of solder repairs to lower barrel web, fair bores, engraved receiver with 
Greener cross bolt style lock up, ejectors, wood stock and forearm show moderate handling with chipping 
on top rear corners of forearm and front edge of butt stock against scalloped receiver, wood butt plate, 
right side of butt stock has 2 inlaid coins, open holes from rear sling stud and sling loop on bottom of barrel 
web. LOP 14 7/8" front trigger and 13 7/8" rear trigger. Fair condition. 22-397

60

5076 Stevens 311A 
SxS Shotgun

16 Ga. 28" bbl, 2 3/4" chambers, Mod/Full chokes, NSN. 98% blue finish on barrels shows light handling, 
good bores, solid rib, receiver shows 40% case color finish on left side and traces on right side, extractors, 
wood stock and forearm show areas of older spot refinishing with several chips behind pistol grip and chip 
in toe on butt plate. LOP 14 1/4" front trigger and 13 1/4" rear trigger. Good condition. 22-436 C&R

100

5077
Union Arms 
Co. SxS 
Shotgun

12 Ga. 28" bbls, 2 3/4" chambers, Full/Full chokes, SN S7902. Gray/brown patina on bbls, good bores, solid 
rib, receiver shows 20% case color finish, extractors, checkered wood stock and forearm show average 
handling. LOP 14 1/8" front trigger and 13 1/8" rear trigger. Good condition. 22-442 C&R

80

5078
Ansley H Fox 
Grade A SxS 
Shotgun

20 Ga. 26" bbls, 2 3/4" chambers, Full/Mod chokes, SN 200378. 90% blue finish on barrels shows general 
thinning with a few freckles and light scratches, good bores, barrels marked krupp fluid steel made by on 
right and A H Fox Gun Co. Phila PA on left, engraved receiver shows 40% case color finish marked Ansley H 
Fox on both sides, matching numbers on receiver, barrels, forearm and trigger guard, extractors, checkered 
wood stock and forearm show average handling. LOP 14 1/8" front trigger and 13 1/8" rear trigger. Good 
condition. 22-454 C&R

200

5079

Scarce Ansley 
H Fox Grade A 
(2) Barrel Set 
SxS Shotgun

12 Ga, 30" bbls, 2 3/4" chambers, Barrel #1 is Full/Full chokes, Barrel #2 is Mod/Mod chokes, SN 8182 on 
receiver, both barrels, both forearms and trigger guard, 90% blue finish shows average handling with small 
areas of freckling and thinning on both barrels, good bores, both barrels marked krupp fluid steel made by 
on right and A H Fox Gun Co Phila PA on left with one barrel being marked 1 on hook and the other marked 
2 on hook, engraved receiver shows 20% case color marked Ansley H Fox on both sides, single trigger with 
extractors, checkered wood stock and forearms show average handling with inlaid rubber cheek rest on left 
side of butt stock. LOP 13 5/8" Good condition. 22-455 C&R

400

5080
Ansley H Fox 
Grade A SxS 
Shotgun

16 Ga. 26" bbl, 2 3/4" chambers, Full/Mod chokes, SN 300746. 95% older reblue on barrels with the left 
barrel showing a plumb color, good bores, engraved receiver shows traces of case color in protected areas, 
ejectors, engraved blue trigger guard marked Henry C Butcher, nicely figured checkered wood stock and 
forearm show older refinish with small crack on right side of wrist against receiver. LOP 14 3/8" front 
trigger and 13 1/2" rear trigger. Good condition. 22-470 C&R

200
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5081
Savage Fox 
Sterlingworth 
SxS Shotgun

16 Ga. 28" bbls, 3" chambers, Full/Mod chokes, SN 375975. 85% blue finish shows area of moderate 
freckling with the left barrel showing 2 bulges 1 -12 3/4" from muzzle and 1- 1 5/8" from muzzle, fair bores, 
engraved receiver shows 20% case color, extractors, checkered wood stock and forearm show average 
handling with areas of finish loss on left side of butt stock, LOP 14 1/4" front tigger and 13 1/2" rear trigger. 
Fair condition. 22-466 C&R

100

5082
Savage Fox 
Model B SxS 
Shotgun

.410 Ga. 26" bbls, 3" chambers, NSN. 75% blue finish on barrels with large areas of heavy oxidation and 
pitting, fair bores, vent rib with center bead, 75% case color on receiver with engraved FOX banner on both 
sides and smiling Fox on bottom, extractors, action is very tight, single trigger, checkered wood stock and 
forearm show areas of finish crazing and moisture issues. 14 1/4" LOP. Fair condition. 22-232

150

5083
Riverside 
Arms Co SxS 
Shotgun

16 Ga. 28" bbl, 2 3/4" chambers, Mod/Imp chokes, SN 42124. 60% blue finish on barrels shows areas of 
moderate oxidation and pitting, fair bores, receiver shows 50% case color with oxidation, Rabbit ear 
hammers, checkered wood stock and forearm show moderate handling with areas of finish loss and small 
cracks in wrist at receiver edge. LOP 14" front trigger and 13 1/4" rear trigger. Fair condition. 22-474 C&R

80

5084

Cased 
Krieghoff KS5 
2 Barrel Set 
Single Shot 
Shotgun

12 Ga, 32" bbl, 2 /4" chambers, 3 choke tubes, SN 15168. 99% blue finish on barrel shows light handling 
with small nicks on edges of high vent rib with center bead, good bore, border engraved white receiver 
shows light handling, wide ribbed trigger shoe on adjustable trigger with 3 lb pull, extractor, checkered 
wood stock with adjustable comb and forearm show average handling with areas of scratching and 
abrasions on left side, forearm shows small crack at hinge on left side, second barrel is 34" 2 3/4" chamber, 
mod choke, high vent rib with center bead, 99% blue finish shows light handling with good bore, all 
matching numbers, 14 1/2" LOP, in fitted luggage style case with papers, tools, shooting gloves. Good 
condition. 22-476

800

5085

Browning 
Belgian Post 
War 
Superposed O
/U Shotgun

12 Ga., 28" bbls, 2 3/4" chambers, Imp/Mod chokes, SN 18398. 85% blue finish shows areas of scattered 
freckling mostly on edges of rib, good bores, center bead, engraved receiver, ejectors, high figure 
checkered wood stock and forearm show light handling with light mold staining, belly of butt stock has 
inlaid disk engraved JUM, LOP 14 1/4". Good condition. 22-245 C&R

250

5086
Grieifelt & Co 
Grade 1 O/U 
Shotgun

12 Ga. 26" bbls, 2 3/4" chambers, Imp/Mod chokes, SN 43037. 98% blue finish on barrels shows thinning 
on crisp edges with a few scattered light freckles, good bores, solid textured non glare rib with center bead, 
full coverage engraved receiver shows nice case color finish, ejectors, checkered wood stock and forearm 
show light handling with inlaid disk in belly of butt stock engraved JUM and areas of light mold staining. 
LOP 14". Good condition. 22-235 C&R

250

5087
Savage Model 
210 Bolt 
Action Shotgun

12 Ga. 24" rifled bbl, SN G067359. 95% blue finish shows average handling with a few small spots of 
oxidation and freckles, good rifled bore, Weaver style 1 piece scope base, non removable magazine, 
checkered synthetic stock shows average handling with areas of scratches and staining on butt, nylon sling 
and papers. 13 1/8" LOP. Good condition. 22-384

200

5088 Leupold 
Shotgun Scope VX-2, 2-7 with Duo-Plex reticle and clear optics, Weaver rings, removed from prior lot. Good condition. 40

5089

Stevens 
M940E Youth 
Single Shot 
Shotgun

20 Ga., 26" bbl, 3" chamber, Imp choke, NSN. 90% blue finish shows scattered areas of moderate oxidation 
and freckling, good bore, ejectors, wood stock and forearm show average handling, 12 1/4" LOP. Good 
condition. 22-243 C&R

50

5090

Stevens 
M940B Youth 
Single Shot 
Shotgun

.410 Ga. 26" bbl, 3" chamber, Full choke, NSN. 85% blue finish on barrel shows areas of moderate freckling 
and oxidation, good bore, engraved receiver shows 85% case color, ejector, wood stock and forearm show 
average handling with spots of mold staining and 2 small cracks on sides of forearm at receiver channel, 12 
1/2" LOP. Good condition 22-239 C&R

50

5091

G E Lewis & 
Sons Single 
Shot Trap 
Shotgun

12 Ga. 32" bbl, 3" chamber, Im choke, SN 14518. 75% blue finish on barrel shows heavy freckling with areas 
of oxidation, good bore, border engraved receiver shows remnants of case color in protected areas, single 
rabbit ear lock with doumolin style firing pin/plunger system, extractor, checkered wood stock and forearm 
show moderate handling. 14" LOP. Good condition. 22-255 C&R

50

5092

Wards 
Hercules 
Model 10 
Single Shot 
Shotgun

410 Ga. 26" bbl, 3" chamber, full choke, SN 94527. 98% black painted finish on metal surfaces, good bore, 
fiber optic front sight, extractor, wood stock and forearm has been refinished with tan paint showing 
underlying tool marks and cracks at wrist. 14" LOP Good condition. 22-401 C&R

30

5093

Rossi
/Braztech 
Model 12.22 
Single Shot 
Shotgun

20 Ga. 22" bbl, 3" chamber, Mod choke, SN SP567529. 90% blue finish shows average handling with areas 
of freckling, good bore, ejector, side mounted hammer block safety, checkered composite stock and 
forearm show average handling missing sling stud on butt. 12 3/4" LOP. Good condition. 22-398

50

5094

CBC/FIE 
Model SB 
Single Shot 
Shotgun

410 Ga. 26" bbl, 3" chamber, Full choke, SN C1443971. 98% blue finish shows average handling, good bore, 
ejector, wood stock and forearm show average handling. 14" LOP. Good condition. 22-418 80

5095
Hopkins and 
Allen Single 
Shot Shotgun

12 Ga. 30" bbl, 2 3/4" chamber, Full choke, SN P3090. Brown/gray patina, fair bore, extractor, wood stock 
and forearm show moderate/heavy handling. 14 1/4" LOP. Fair condition. 22-451 C&R 30
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5096

Harrington 
and 
Richardson 
Single Shot 
Shotgun

12 Ga. 32 1/4" bbl, 2 3/4" chamber, cylinder bore, SN 233. Dark gray patina, good bore, ejector, wood stock 
and forearm show average handling with wire bound/repaired crack in wrist. 13 7/8" LOP. Good condition. 
22-450 C&R

30

5097

Winchester 
Model 37 
Single Shot 
Shotgun

12 Ga. 28" bbl, 2 3/4" chamber, Full choke, NSN. 50% blue finish shows moderate handling with areas of 
loss on receiver and thinning on carry points, good bore, ejector, wood stock and forearm show moderate 
handling with large chip at toe and on left side top of wrist with multiple small cracks on wrist. LOP 13 7/8". 
Fair condition. 22-471 C&R

30

5098

Savage 24V 
Series D 
Combo Rifle
/Shotgun

.222 Rem/20Ga. 3" chamber, Mod choke, 24" bbl, SN E180169. 99% blue finish on barrels shows light 
handling, good bores, rifle sights with folding rear, 98% case color finish on receiver shows light handling, 
wood stock and forearm show light handling with only a few small shallow dents. Good condition. 22-477

150

5099

Remington 
700 LH BDL 
Left Hand Bolt 
Action Rifle

.270 Win, 24" bbl, SN S6323697. Matte stainless steel finish shows light handling, good bore, jeweled bolt, 
hinged floor plate, checkered gray ghost laminated wood stock shows average handling with large dented 
scratch on right side cheek piece, matte black Leupold style scope bases and rings. Good condition. 22-426

300

5100
Nikon 
Buckmasters 
Rifle Scope

3-9 with Duo-plex reticle and clear optics, silver matte finish on body shows average handling, flip up lens 
covers, removed from prior lot. Good condition. 40

5100A CONDITION 
REPORTS firearms@alderferauction.com

5101
Remington 
700 BDL Bolt 
Action Rifle

.17 Rem, 24" bbl, SN C6530957.98% blue finish shows light handling with a few freckles on right side of 
barrel at end of forearm, jeweled bolt, hinged floor plate, Leupold style scope bases and rings, high gloss 
checkered wood stock shows average handling with area of shallow dents on left side of butt between 
cheek piece and butt plate. Good condition. 22-379

250

5102
Simmons 
Presidential 
Rifle Scope

6.5-20x44WA with Duo-plex reticle and clear optics. Removed from prior lot. Good condition. 40

5103
Remington 
700 BDL Bolt 
Action Rifle

.30-06, 22" bbl, SN A6813944. 99% blue finish shows only light handling with a small scratch on right side of 
rear receiver bridge, good bore, jeweled bolt, hinged floor plate, Wear style 2 piece scope bases, checkered 
wood stock shows average handling with open holes from sling studs being removed. Good condition. 22-
356

250

5104
Remington 
700 ADL Bolt 
Action Rifle

.30-06, 22" bbl, SN C6310214. 100% blue finish, good bore, jeweled bolt, checkered laminated wood stock 
shows no handling, appears unfired with original hang tag. Very good condition. 22-377 250

5105
Remington 
700 Custom 
Target Rifle

7mm-250, 25 1/2" bbl, SN A6392118. Stainless steel barrel shows minor scratches at muzzle, good bore, 
jeweled bolt, blue finish single shot receiver shows average handling with Weaver style 1 piece scope base, 
and rings, factory safety has been removed and custom trigger has been added with an ultra light trigger 
pull, brown metal flake stock with over sized free floating barrel channel shows light handling. 13 5/8" LOP. 
Comes with a second 23 1/2" stainless steel barrel with good bore. The 7mm-250 is a custom wildcat round 
made from a resized 250 Savage case and can easily be tweaked for high speeds and long range. Please see 
the following lot and the ammo section of this sale for ammo and dies for this rifle. Good condition. 22-369

250

5105A
Custom 7mm-
250 Die Set 
And Brass

Die set to use 250 Savage brass for 7mm-250 and approx 220 pieces of brass 40

5106
Savage 112 
Left Hand Bolt 
Action Rifle

.22-250, 26" fluted stainless steel bbl, SN F527922. Stainless finish on barrel shows areas of small rub 
marks, blued receiver shows no handling, good bore, Leupold style scope rings and bases. checkered 
synthetic stock shows average handling with area of abrasions on heel, good condition. 22-425

250

5107
Bushnell 71-
4164C Rifle 
Scope

4-16x40 with red/green ranging and clear optics, removed from prior lot. Good condition. 40

5108
Sako L579 
Forester Bolt 
Action Rifle

.243 Win, 23 1/2" bbl, SN 59048. 98% blue finish shows light handling with a few small rub marks, good 
bore, barrel appears to have been professionally cut down and has 2 open threaded holes from rear sight 
(not included) with no front sight provisions, edges of muzzle are lightly eased and show no crowning, 2 
piece Weaver style scope bases, checkered wood stock with adjustable recoil pad shows average handling. 
Good condition. 22-351

250

5109

Winchester 
Model 70 
Custom Target 
Bolt Action 
Rifle

.308 Win, 27 1/2" heavy Obermeyer 5R custom bbl, 564482. Brushed stainless barrel shows light handling, 
good bore, 1 sight base mounted on muzzle, 3 tapped holes for rear sight, blued receiver shows light 
handling with 2 piece Weaver style scope bases, left side receiver rear sight mounting plate, wood bench 
rest style stock shows average handling with aluminum under forearm attachment rail with removable 
bench block, oversized pistol grip and cheek rest. Good condition. 22-349

250

5110

Winchester 
Model 70 
Featherweight 
Bolt Action 
Rifle

.243 Win, 21 1/2" bbl, SN G1504505. 99% blue finish shows only very light handling, good bore, jeweled 
bolt, scope rings and bases, checkered wood stock shows light handling with small dent on left side of butt 
just behind pistol grip. Good condition. 22-441

250

mailto:firearms@alderferauction.com
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5111
Bushnell 71-
3948 Rifle 
Scope

3-9x40, duo-plex reticle and clear optics, matte black body shows very light ring marks, removed from prior 
lot. Good condition. 40

5112

Winchester 
Model 70 XTR 
Sporter 
Magnum Bolt 
Action Rifle

.338 Win Mag, 22" bbl, SN G1782885. 95% blue finish shows average handling with areas of scuffs and 
scratches, good bore, muzzle brake, Leupold style scope bases and rings, jeweled bolt, textured composit 
stock shows moderate handling with small chips and scratches, Hush Stalker nylon/rubber sling. Good 
condition. 22-380

250

5113 Leupold Vari X-
2 Rifle Scope

3-9 Duo-Plex reticle with clear optics, matte black body shows average handling with areas of loss on crisp 
edges. Removed from prior lot. Good condition. 40

5114

Winchester 
(Pre 64) 
Model 70 Bolt 
Action Rifle

.220 Swift, 26" Heavy target bbl, SN 104508. 99% textured black parkerized type finish shows only light 
handling with a few scattered freckles, good bore, sight/optics mounting bases on barrel and front receiver 
ring, front sight dovetail mounting plate, jeweled bolt shows areas of light oxidation, bench rest style wood 
stock shows light/average handling, 4" forearm bottom mounted attachment rail with sling block. Good 
condition. 22-236 C&R

250

5115
Ruger Model 
77 Bolt Action 
Rifle

7 mm Rem Mag, 24" bbl, SN 77-89199. 85% blue finish shows moderate handling with area of discoloration 
around, loss on crisp edges and scattered light freckling, good bore, Leupold style 1 piece scope base and 
rings, textured checkered composit stock shows moderate handling with scattered chips and scratches. 
Good condition. 22-378

250

5116 Leupold Vari X-
3 Rifle Scope

2.5-8 Duo-Plex reticle and clear optics, black body shows a slightly plum color with average handling. 
Removed from prior lot. Good condition. 40

5117
BSA Hunter 
Bolt Action 
Rifle

.222 Rem, 24" bbl, SN 2A1383. 98% blue finish shows average handling with a small scratch on right rear 
side of receiver bridge, good bore, hinged floor plate, rear sight removed (not included) with dovetail filler, 
receiver grooved for scope mounting, checkered wood stock shows light handling . Good condition. 22-438

250

5118 Leupold M-8 
Rifle Scope

7.5x with fine crosshairs and clear optics, Parker Hale rings, black body shows light handling. Removed 
from prior lot. Good condition. 40

5119

Mauser 
Werke Model 
3000 Left 
Hand Bolt 
Action Rifle

7 mm Rem Mag, 25 1/2" bbl, SN 89112. 90% blue finish shows thinning on most edges and carry points 
with a few scattered freckles, good bore, Leupold style scope rings on 2 piece bases, hinged floor plate, 
checkered wood stock shows moderate handling. Good condition. 22-424

250

5120
Nikon 
Monarch UCC 
Rifle Scope

4-12 Long Range Hunting Reticle with ranging and clear optics,matte black body shows light handling. 
Removed from prior lot. Good condition. 40

5121

Custom R G 
Owen/FN 
Belgian 
Engraved 
Sporter Bolt 
Action Rifle

.270 Win, 22" bbl, SN 11509. 90% blue finish shows areas of moderate freckling and oxidation, good bore, 
jeweled bolt with engraved handling, engraved pistol grip cap and floor plate with Cape Buffalo, vintage 
Kollmorgen Bear Cub 4 X Double rifle scope with center post and crosshair with very clouded optics 
mounted on Reield 1 piece base, checkered wood stock shows average handling with JUM engraved on 
metal oval inlay on belly. These vintage R G (Bob) Owen rifles post WWI are a work of art and often can 
reach prices from $3000-$10,000. Good condition. 22-289 C&R

500

5122

Custom R F 
Sedgley 
Engraved 
1903 Sporter 
Bolt Action 
Rifle

.30-06, 24" bbl, SN 278. 95% blue finish shows areas of light oxidation mostly on engraved areas and scope 
mountings, good bore, engraved barrel, receiver, floor plate, trigger guard, pistol grip cap, butt plate with 
trap and scope mounts and rings, jeweled bolt, Carl Zeiss Zielklein No 35540 rifle scope with center post 
reticle and fair optics, scope body shows areas of oxidation, trigger guard engraved Wm J Umstaddt, high 
figured checkered wood stock shows light handling with small areas of discoloration. R F Sedgley Inc was 
one of the premier custom rifle builders in the east hailing from Philadelphia Pennsylvania he purchased 
the firm he worked for in 1916 and began building custom rifles from1903 Springfields he purchased at 
reduced prices from the government, he stripped the rifles down removed all the markings and reannealed 
(heat treated) them to 80,000 psi. and proceeded to build some of the best rifles of the time. These rifles 
are getting hard to find. Good condition. 22-291 C&R

300

5123

Unknown 
1903 Sporter 
Bolt Action 
Rifle

.30-06, 20" bbl, SN 1520555 on bottom no markings on receiver, 90% reblue finish shows areas of oxidation 
and shallow pitting, fair bore with what appears to be a small bulge or distortion approx 13" from muzzle, 
vintage Lyman Alaskan scope with center post and crosshair and clouded optics, scope body is badly rusted 
mounted on Griffin and Howe mounts, engraved receiver, breech and floor plate engraved with jeweled 
bolt (shows areas of moderate oxidation) trigger guard engraved JUM, receiver mounted peep sight base 
only, checkered wood manlicher style stock shows average handling with multiple cracks and mold staining 
on butt. Fair condition. 22-292 C&R

200

5124

Custom Roy 
Gradle 1903 
Sporter Bolt 
Action Rifle

.30-06, 24" bbl, SN 1417362. 95% reblue finish shows scattered areas of moderate freckling and oxidation, 
good bore, top of barrel marked Roy Gradle, Vintage Kolmorgen rifle scope with center post with crosshair 
and clouded optics on Buehler mounts, jeweled bolt shows areas of oxidation, trigger guard engraved JUM, 
custom checkered wood stock by Fred A Seegert shows average handling with crack on bottom of forearm 
in front of floor plate and mold staining, leather sling shows mold issues. Roy was another of the great 
custom arms makers post WWI, over the years Roys work has been featured in several magazine articles. 
Good condition, 22-287 C&R

250
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5125

Custom Griffin 
& Howe Krag 
Manlicher 
Sporter Bolt 
Action Rifle

.30-40 Krag, 20" bbl, SN 1961. 95% reblue finish shows areas of moderate freckling and oxidation, good 
bore, barrel marked No 1961 Griffin & Howe Inc. New York, Lyman Alaskan rifle scope with center post and 
crosshair with clear optics, jeweled bolt, receiver mounted rear peep sight, trigger guard engraved JUM, 
mannlicher style checkered wood stock shows average handling with disk inlay in belly of butt engraved 
JUM and light mold staining. Good condition 22-293

250

5126

Custom Model 
98 Mauser 
(BYF 43 code) 
Benchrest 
Target Rifle 
Bolt Action 
Rifle

.22-250, 22 1/2" Heavy 1.30" round bull barrel, SN 19262G. 98% reblue finish shows light handling with a 
few scattered freckles, good bore with shallow rifling, receiver ring marked with waffanant on left side, 
Weaver style 2 piece scope bases, custom wood bench rest style stock with high cheek piece shows 
average handling with areas of shallow denting and scratches. Good condition. 22-352

150

5127

Winchester 9 
Pre 64) Model 
1894 Lever 
Action Rifle

.38-55 Win, 26" octagon bbl, SN 219450. Gray/ brown patina with traces of case color on receiver in 
protected areas, good bore with areas of light pitting, tang mounted peep sight, wood stock and forearm 
show average handling with areas of solvent type drip/spatter marks. Good condition. 22-475 C&R

250

5128

Winchester 
(Pre 64) 
Model 94 
Lever Action 
Rifle

.30-30 Win, 20" bbl, SN 1985631. 90% blue finish shows thinning on crisp edges with a few small scratches 
and scattered freckling, good bore, wood stock and forearm show average handling with small areas of 
finish loss on butt stock and hole from missing sling stud. Good condition. 22-362 C&R

150

5129

Winchester 
(Pre 64) 
Model 1894 
Saddle Ring 
Lever Action 
Rifle

.30 WCF, 20" bbl, SN 367640. Dark gray/silver patina, good bore, rear sight missing from open dovetail, 
tang mounted Marbles peep sight, left side steel saddle ring, restocked with Birds eye Maple wood stock 
and forearm show light handling with aluminum butt plate. Good condition. 22-463 C&R

150

5130

Winchester 
(Pre 64) 
Model 1892 
Lever Action 
Rifle

.32 WCF. 24 1/4" bbl. SN 446660. Gray/brown patina, good bore, small dent in bottom of magazine tube 
approx. 2" from muzzle, wood stock and forearm show average handling with a small DW (approx. 1/4" x 3
/8") scratched on underside of wrist at tail of lower tang. Good condition. 22-144.

150

5130A Product is 
Sold AS IS Please review all photos and fully read all descriptions.

5131

Winchester 
(Pre 64) 
Model 1892 
Take Down 
Lever Action 
Rifle

.32 WCF. 22 1/4" octagon bbl, SN 250370. 95% blue finish with possible old reblue on barrel, shows 
thinning on most edges and carry points with a few scattered freckles and scratches mostly on receiver and 
forearm, good bore, lever, butt plate and hammer show thin case color finish, wood stock and forearm 
show average handling with putty repair on right side of butt stock at plate, Good condition. 22-449 C&R

150

5132

Antique 
Winchester 
1873 Lever 
Action Rifle

32 WCF, 24 1/4" bbl, SN 322481B. Silver/gray patina, fair bore, side pinch dust cover, wood stock and 
forearm show light/average handling. Good condition. Antique. 300

5133

Winchester 
(Pre 64) 
Model 88 
Lever Action 
Rifle

.243 Win, 21 1/2" bbl, SN 63129. 95% blue finish shows general thinning with a few scattered light freckles, 
good bore, checkered wood stock shows average handling with deep dent on right side of forearm near 
sling stud, 1-4 rnd magazine. Good condition. 22-393 C&R

300

5134

Uberti/Taylor 
& Co 1873 
Winchester 
Reproduction 
Lever Action 
Rifle

.45 Colt, 24 1/4" octagon bbl, SN W45812. 100% blue finish on barrel, very good bore, 90% gray/blue case 
color on receiver and lever with blued butt plate, side pinch style dust cover and forearm nose cap, wood 
stock and forearm show only very light handling with papers. Rifle appears unfired. Excellent condition. 22-
478

300

5135
Marlin 336 RC 
Lever Action 
Rifle

.30-30 Win, 20" bbl, SN F35407. 95% blue finish shows thinning on most edges and areas of scattered 
freckles, good bore, missing rear sight elevator, checkered wood stock and forearm show average handling. 
Good condition 22-443 C&R

150

5136
Remington 
7600 Pump 
Rifle

.30-06, 22" bbl, SN 8188140. 98% blue finish shows thinning on crisp edges and carry points, good bore, 
Tasco Pronghorn 3-9 scope with Duo-plex reticle and clear optics mounted on Kwik site see through rings, 
high gloss checkered wood stock and forearm show average handling, 1-4 rnd magazine, Good condition. 
22-416

150

5137

Remington 
760 
Bicentennial 
Pump Action 
Rifle

.30-06, 22" bbl, SN A7155635. 95% blue finish shows average handling with thinning on most edges and 
scattered freckles with a small area of loss on barrel 4" in front of forearm (possibly from a sling rubbing) 
good bore, engraved receiver with gold fill 1776-1976 American Eagle, see through scope mounts, 
checkered wood stock and forearm show average handling, 1-4 rnd magazine. Good condition. 22-381

150

5138 Leupold Vari-X 
II Rifle Scope

3-9, with Duo-plex reticle and clear optics, body shows average handling. Removed from prior lot. Good 
condition. 40
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5139

Remington 
760 
Gamemaster 
Pump Action 
Rifle

.30-06, 22" bbl, SN 429978. 95% blue finish shows thinning on most edges and carry points with a large 
scratch on left side of receiver, good bore, factory sights have been removed (not included) and holes 
plugged with screws. Leupold style scope rings and 1 piece base, checkered wood stock and forearm show 
average handling, leather sling and 1-4 rnd magazine. Good condition. 22-440

150

5140 Redfield Rifle 
Scope

2-7, 4-Plex reticle with clear optics, original box, body shows average handling. Removed from prior lot, 
Good condition. 40

5141

Remington 
760 
Gamemaster 
Pump Action 
Rifle

.300 Savage, 22" bbl, SN 48805. 95% blue finish shows average handling with a couple of larger scratches 
on sides of receiver, good bore with worn rifling, Bushnell 3-9x40 Buckhorn rifle scope with Duo-plex reticle 
and clear optics, mounted on Redfield 1 piece base, smooth wood stock and ribbed forearm show average 
handling, leather sling and 1-4 rnd magazine. Good condition. 22-437 C&R

150

5142

Remington 
760 
Gamemaster 
Pump Action 
Rifle

.30-06, 22" bbl, SN 11559. 90% blue finish shows areas of moderate freckling on barrel with oxidation 
around front sling mount, good bore, Kolmorgen Bear cub scope with center post and crosshair with lightly 
clouded optics mounted on Redfield 1 piece base, scope body is faded to a dull chalk like appearance, high 
figured checkered wood stock and forearm shows light handling with a 5" scratch on cheek piece and areas 
of mold staining, 1-4 rnd magazine. Good condition. 22-234 C&R

150

5143

Remington 
Model 1902 
Rolling Block 
Rifle

7x57, 30" bbl, NSN. Dark gray patina, good bore, flip up ladder style rear sight, bayonet lug, replacement 
front sight, wood stock and forearm show moderate/heavy handling with older refinish leaving residue on 
barrel bands and barrel, upper handguard shows lengthwise crack running from sight pocket to rear of 
hand guard, Good condition. C&R

150

5144

Pedersoli
/Cabela's 
Sharps 1874 
Down Under 
falling block 
rifle,

45-70, 33 3/4" bbl, SN SH25175. 99% blue finish on bbl shows light handling, very good bore, 90% gray
/blue case color on receiver, patchbox and butt plate, left side slide bar, adjustable set trigger, Wm 
Malcolm 6X long range scope with tube extension, fine crosshairs and clear optics with threaded brass 
caps, wood box containing diopter tang mounted sight with assorted inserts, checkered wood stock and 
forearm show average handling with a few shallow dents, rifle appears unfired with handling marks. Good 
condition. 22-481

500

5145

CZ 452-2E 
ZKM 
Silhouette 
Bolt Action 
Rifle

.22LR, 22 1/4" bbl, SN 791049. 98% blue finish shows average handling with a few light scratches, good 
bore, very light 12oz trigger pull, laminated wood thumb hole stock with high comb shows light handling, 1-
5rnd magazine, 13 3/8" LOP, original cardboard box. Good condition. 22-358

200

5146 Tasco Rifle 
Scope

3-9x50 with duo-plex reticle and clear optics, mounting rings for 3/8" dovetail grooved receiver. Removed 
from prior lot. Good condition 40

5147

Anschutz M64 
Silhouette 
Bolt Action 
Rifle

.22LR, 21 3/4" bbl, SN 1186110. 98% blue finish shows light handling, good bore, grooved receiver is also 
drilled and tapped, ribbed target trigger set with very light pull, bench rest style wood stock with textured 
grip panels shows average handling. 13 1/2" LOP. Good condition. 22-361

200

5148 Tasco Rifle 
Scope

6-24X44 with fine crosshairs and clear optics, rings for 3/8" grooved receiver, threaded aluminum caps. 
Good condition. 40

5149

Savage 
Anschutz 
Match 64 Bolt 
Action Rifle

.22LR, 26" bbl, SN 1069487A. 98% blue finish shows average handling with small abrasion on right side of 
muzzle crown, good bore, barrel has 3 dovetailed attachment plates for scope or sight mounting as well as 
grooved receiver, bench rest style wood stock with textured grip areas, adjustable butt plate system and 8" 
aluminum under forearm groove. 13 3/8" LOP as set. Good condition. 22-350

200

5150
Walther Sport 
Model Bolt 
Action Rifle

.22LR, 25 1/2" bbl, SN 27864W. Stainless steel finish shows light handling, good bore, barrel has a front 
sight installed and single attachment plate for rear sight or optics, 2 threaded blind holes in top of breech 
and a grooved receiver, brass trigger guard, wood thumb hole target style stock with added pistol grip area 
and replacement section at front of trigger guard, 4" 6 hole aluminum under forearm attachment rail, 13 7
/8" LOP. Good condition. 22-353

150

5151
Remington 40-
X Bolt Action 
Rifle

.22LR, 28" Heavy bbl, SN 19245B. 95% blue finish shows average handling with thinning on sides of 
receiver, good bore,1 attachment plate on muzzle for front sight and 2 Weaver style scope bases mounted 
on top of receiver, wood bench rest style stock shows moderate handling with areas of denting and 15" 
under forearm attachment rail. very light trigger pull set at less than 6oz. 13 1/2" LOP. Good condition. 22-
360 C&R

150

5152

Remington 
Matchmaster 
513T Bolt 
Action Rifle

.22LR, 27" bbl, SN 84679. 95% blue finish shows average handling with areas of light freckles and general 
thinning, good bore, Unertl long range telescopic target scope with fine crosshairs and clear optics, wood 
target style stock shows average handling with 1-3 1/2" 7 hole under forearm attachment mounting rail, 
leather sling and 1-6 rnd magazine, 13 1/2" LOP. Good condition. 22-480 C&R

150

5153

Remington 
Matchmaster 
513T Bolt 
Action Rifle

.22LR, 27" bbl, SN 133003. 98% blue finish shows average handling with small scratch on left side of barrel 
and some small stains near rear sight mounting holes, good bore, Redfield front sight and 2 Weaver style 
scope mounts on receiver, wood target style stock shows moderate handling with areas of denting, 3" 7 
hole under forearm mounting rail, butt has empty sling mounting hole drilled slightly off center, 1-6 rnd 
magazine. 13 1/2" LOP. Good condition. 22-359 C&R

150
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5154

Remington 
541-S Custom 
Sporter Bolt 
Action Rifle

.22 S,L,LR. 24" bbl. SN 1239454. 98% blued finish shows light handling with small area of loss at rear sight 
screws, very good bore, factory sights have been removed (not included) with screws filling holes, all barrel 
markings are gold filled, gold fill engraved receiver with matching engraved scope rings on turn in bases, 
high gloss finish checkered wood stock shows average handling with custom shop forearm and pistol grip 
caps and butt plate. With 2 - 10 round magazines. Good condition. 22-83. NOTE: Please refer to the terms 
and conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

200

5155
Savage NRA 
Model 19 Bolt 
Action Rifle

.22LR, 25 1/4" bbl, SN 48394. 98% blue finish shows light handling with scattered light freckles, good bore, 
no front sight in dovetail, 2 receiver mounted dovetail bases for sights or optics, wood stock shows average 
handling with older refinish, 1-6 rnd model 1933 NRA marked magazine. 13 3/8" LOP. Good condition. 22-
355 C&R

100

5156

Winchester 
(Pre 64) 
Model 52 Bolt 
Action Rifle

.22LR, 28" bbl, SN 22359. 85% blue finish shows areas of moderate freckling and shallow pitting, good bore 
with small area of shallow pitting just inside muzzle, Lyman receiver mounted rear peep sight, barrel has 2 
dovetail attachment plates, checkered wood stock shows light handling with areas of mold staining, 
bottom of trigger guard engraved W.M. Umstaddt Canton Ohio1-5 rnd magazine, 13 1/4" LOP. Good 
condition. 22-246 C&R

200

5157
Ruger M77/22 
Bolt Action 
Rifle

.22LR, 20" bbl, SN 701-13165. 98% blue finish shows average handling with a small freckled blemish on 
right side of barrel 4 1/2" from muzzle, good bore, checkered wood stock shows average handling with 
empty holes in forearm and butt from missing sling studs. 1-10 rnd magazine, 13 5/8" LOP. Good condition. 
22-354 NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity 
magazines.

150

5158
Mossberg 
142A Bolt 
Action Rifle

.22S, L, LR, 18 1/4" bbl, NSN. 98% blue finish shows average handling, receiver mounted rear peep sight, 
wood stock shows average handling with a 7 1/2" long piece split out on right side above trigger that 
appears to have had a repair attempted that did not hold (piece is loose and held in place with tape) 1-7rnd 
magazine. Good condition. 13 1/3" LOP. 22-348 C&R NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this 
sale in regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

120

5159

Winchester 
Model 69A 
Bolt Action 
Rifle

.22S, L, LR, 25" bbl, NSN. 95% blue finish shows general thinning, good bore, front sight missing from 
dovetail, missing rear peep sight, grooved receiver for easy scope mounting, wood stock shows average 
handling, magazine release button not working properly, 1-5 rnd magazine. Good condition.13 1/2" LOP. 
22-357 C&R

80

5160 Tasco Rifle 
Scope

6-24x40 with Duo-plex double crosshair reticle and clear optics with rings and bases to fit 3/8" Dovetail 
grooved receivers. Good condition. 40

5161
Winchester 
Model 69 Bolt 
Action Rifle

.22S, L, LR, 25" bbl, NSN. 85% blue finish shows general thinning with large areas turning brown patina, 
good bore, front sight missing from dovetail, Vintage T1 side mount and Weaver 29S rifle scope with center 
post and clear optics, wood stock shows moderate handling with chipped edges on butt plate, 1-5 rnd 
magazine. Good condition. 13 3/8" LOP. 22-336 C&R

80

5162
CZ 452-2E-
ZKM Bolt 
Action Rifle

.22LR, 20 3/4" bbl, SN 824994. 99% blue finish shows light handling, grooved receiver, checkered wood 
stock shows average handling 2 open holes on forearm and butt from missing sling studs. 1-5 rnd 
magazine. Good condition.13 1/2" LOP. 22-347

150

5163

Springfield 
Model 86C 
Bolt Action 
Rifle

.22S, L, LR, 24" bbl, NSN. Dark gray/brown patina, good bore, non grooved receiver, wood stock shows 
average handling. Good condition. 13 5/8" LOP. 22-421 C&R 80

5164

Scarce 
Gewehrfabrik 
Dazig Model 
2? Bolt Action 
Rifle

.22, 22" bbl, SN 1349. 95% blue finish shows average handling with small areas of freckling and thinning on 
crisp edges, good bore, German DRP OIGEE nr489 rifle scope with center post reticle and clear optics, 
checkered wood stock shows average handling with moderate dent on left side below rear scope mount 
and marked Germany on right side of butt near butt plate. 13 5/8" LOP. Good condition. 22-452 C&R

50

5165

Sears Model 
41-103.1977 
Bolt Action 
Rifle

.22 S,L,LR 22" bbl, NSN. 95% blue finish shows areas of moderate freckling, good bore, wood stock shows 
average handling. 13" LOP. Good condition. 22-453 C&R 50

5166 Stevens Bolt 
Action Rifle

.22S,L,LR, 22" bbl, NSN. Dark gray patina, good bore, short tube magazine, trigger group is misaligned 
causing trigger to protrude slightly out of right side of trigger guard, wood stock shows moderate handling. 
13 1/2" LOP. Fair condition. 22-473 C&R

30

5167

Geco 
Prazisions-
Karabiner 
Model 1919 
Bolt Action 
Rifle

.22LR, 19" bbl, SN 152. 90% blue finish shows average handling with areas of freckling and a 3" scrape with 
loss on right side of barrel 4" ahead of forearm, good bore, wood stock shows average handling with Oak 
leaf crest dated 1919 on right side of butt. 13 3/8" LOP. Good condition. 22-447 C&R

50

5168

Remington 
572 
Fieldmaster 
Pump Action 
Rifle

.22S, L, LR, 21" bbl, SN A1946217. 98% blue finish shows light handling with a few small scratches, good 
bore, rear sight (not included) removed for scope clearance, Simmons 3-9x40 wide view rifle scope with 
duo-plex reticle and clear optics, high gloss checkered wood stock and forearm show average handling with 
leather sling. Good condition. 14" LOP. 22-427

150
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5169

Winchester 
Model 1906 
Pump Action 
Rifle

.22S,L,LR, 20" bbl, SN 406008. Brown/gray patina, fair bore, wood stock and ribbed forearm show average 
handling. 12 7/8" LOP. Good condition. 22-472 C&R 100

5170

Winchester 
Model 255 
Lever Action 
Rifle

.22WMR, 20 1/4" bbl, SN B885259. 85% blue finish shows average handling with area on rear sight plate 
and right side of barrel, good bore, Bushnell 3-7 custom .22 rifle scope with standard crosshairs and clear 
optics, checkered wood stock and forearm show average handling.13 1/2" LOP. Good condition. 22-387

150

5171

J C Higgins 
Model 44DLM 
Lever Action 
Rifle

.22WMR, 24" bbl, NSN. Gray/silver patina, good bore, wood stock shows average handling with leather 
sling. 13 1/2" LOP. Good condition. 22-419 C&R 100

5172

Henry 
HOO1TM 
Golden Boy 
Lever Action 
Rifle

.22 WMR, 20 1/2" octagon bbl, SN GB085139M. 100% blue finish on barrel, very good bore, gold tone 
receiver shows only light handling with a few faint scratches, wood stock and forearm show no handling. 
14" LOP with original cardboard box and papers. Very Good condition. 22-433

250

5173
Marlin Model 
56 Lever 
Action Rifle

.22, 21 3/4" bbl, NSN. 98% blue finish shows light handling with thinning on crisp edges, good bore, 
Redfield Frontier 4x scope with Duo-Plex reticle and clear optics mounted on Weaver rings, wood stock 
shows light handling with a small dent on top right side of wrist, 1-7rnd magazine. LOP 13 1/4" Good 
condition. 22-435 C&R NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in regards to firearms 
with high capacity magazines.

150

5174

Ruger 1022 
Semi 
Automatic 
Rifle

.22LR, 18 1/2" bbl, SN 359-71016. Stainless steel finish shows average handling, good bore, Tru-Glo red dot 
sight, checkered synthetic stock shows light handling, 1-10rnd magazine. 13 3/8" LOP. with papers, Good 
condition. 22-434 NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with 
high capacity magazines.

150

5175

Marlin 
Glenfield 
Model 60 
Semi 
Automatic 
Rifle

.22LR, 22" bbl, SN 24295220. 90% blue finish shows average handling with areas of chipping along top 
edges of receiver and front sight, good bore, checkered wood stock with carved White Oak leaf motif 
shows average handling. 13 1/2" LOP. Good condition. 22-432

100

5176

Hamilton Rifle 
Co. Model 51 
Bolt Action 
Rifle

.22, 20" bbl, NSN. 80% blue finish shows average handling with areas of loss on receiver bridge, good bore, 
wood stock shows average handling. LOP 12 3/8" Good condition. 22-270 C&R 30

5177

C J Hamilton & 
Son Model 43 
Bolt Action 
Rifle

.22S, L. 16" bbl, NSN. 80% blue finish shows average handling with areas of moderate freckling, good bore, 
take down thumb screw shows tool marks, wood stock shows average handling. 13" LOP. Good condition. 
22-267 C&R

30

5178

Hamilton Rifle 
Co Model 51 
Bolt Action 
Rifle

.22S,L,LR. 20" bbl, NSN. 80% blue/brown finish shows average handling and general thinning, good bore, 
wood stock shows moderate handling with a large A N scratched into right side of butt stock. 12 1/4" LOP. 
Good condition. 22-282 C&R

30

5179

Hamilton Rifle 
Co. Model 51 
Bolt Action 
Rifle

.22S,L,LR. 20" bbl, NSN. 80% blue finish on barrel, with receiver showing brown/gray patina, good bore, 
wood stock shows moderate handling with large chips on edges of butt with Ray and a large star carved
/scratched into right side. 12 3/4" LOP. Good condition. 22-276 C&R

30

5180

C J Hamilton & 
Son Model 43 
Bolt Action 
Rifle

.22S,L, 16" bbl, NSN. gray/silver patina, fair bore, wood stock shows average handling with large chip on 
left side of toe. 13" LOP. Good condition. 22-268 C&R 30

5181

C J Hamilton & 
Son Model 47 
Bolt Action 
Rifle

.22S,L, 18 3/4" bbl, NSN. 90% older reblue finish shows general thinning, good bore, barrel skin shows 
areas of deep grinding on top and bottom 1/2 way between muzzle and forearm, wood stock shows 
average handling. 13 3/8" LOP. Good condition. 22-269 C&R

30

5182

C J Hamilton & 
Son Model 51 
Bolt Action 
Rifle

.22S,L,LR, 20" bbl, NSN. Brown mottled patina, good bore, rear peep sight, wood stock shows average 
handling 12 3/4" LOP. Good condition. 22-259 C&R 30

5183

Hamilton Rifle 
Co Model 19 
Single Shot 
Boys Rifle

.22, 12" bbl, NSN. 60% black painted finish shows moderate handling, good bore, action is very loose and 
will not stay closed, wood stock shows average handling. 13 1/2" LOP. Fair condition. 22-273 C&R 30

5184

Hamilton Rifle 
Co Model 27 
Tip Up Boys 
Rifle

.22, 15" bbl, NSN. 60% older reblue shows moderate underlying pitting, good bore, wood stock and 
forearm show average handling with small crack on right side of forearm. 13" LOP. Good condition. 22-262 
C&R

30
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5185

Hamilton Rifle 
Co Model 27 
Tip Up Boys 
Rifle

.22, 15" bbl, NSN. Brown patina, poor pitted bore, wood stock and forearm show average handling. 13" 
LOP. Good Condition. 22-260 C&R 30

5186

Hamilton Rifle 
Co Model 27 
Tip Up Boys 
Rifle

.22, 15" bbl, NSN. 75% blue finish shows average handling , good bore, wood stock and forearm show 
average handling with crack at wrist. 13 1/4" LOP. Good condition. 22-283 C&R 30

5187

Hamilton Rifle 
Co Model 27 
Tip Up Boys 
Rifle

.22, 16" bbl, NSN. 80% blue finish shows average handling, fair bore, wood stock and forearm show 
average handling with small cracks on left side top of wrist. 13" LOP. Good condition. 22-265 C&R. 30

5188

Hamilton Rifle 
Co Model 27 
Tip Up Boys 
Rifle

.22, 16" bbl, NSN. Brown/gray patina, poor bore, wood stock and forearm show moderate handling with 
areas of finish loss and small cracks at wrist, forearm is loose on rifle. 13 1/4" LOP. Fair condition. 22-271 
C&R

30

5189

Hamilton Rifle 
Co Model 27 
Tip Up Boys 
Rifle

.22, 15" bbl, NSN. 75% blue finish shows average handling, poor pitted bore, action is very loose and does 
not lock up tight against breech block, wood stock and forearm show average handling with small crack on 
left side of wrist. 13" LOP. Poor condition. 22-279 C&R

30

5190

Hamilton Rifle 
Co Model 15 
Single Shot 
Boys Rifle

.22, 8" bbl, NSN. Dark brown patina, fair bore, action needs repairs and is being held together with a bent 
paper clip, wood stock shows older refinish with area of cracks along butt plate. 12 5/8" LOP. Poor 
condition. 22-258 C&R

30

5191

Mauser (BYF 
42 Code) P08 
Luger Semi 
Automatic 
Pistol

9mm, 4"bbl, SN 6498. Silver/gray patina with areas of shallow pitting and oxidation, good bore, waffanants 
on right side of barrel and receiver, matching numbers on frame, receiver, barrel, side plate, take down 
lever, thumb safety, extractor, middle toggle link, rear toggle link and sear bar, checkered plastic grips 
show average handling, 1-7rnd magazine. Good condition. 22-345 C&R NOTE: Please refer to the terms and 
conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

300

5192

Hard TO FInd 
DWM Deutsch 
Waffen 
Munitions 
Model 1900 
American 
Eagle Luger 
Semi 
Automatic 
Pistol

.30 Luger, 4 3/4"bbl, SN 8829. 90% blue finish shows average handling with areas of thinning and loss on 
most crisp edges, nice bright straw color on trigger, takedown lever, thumb safety, extractor and right side 
toggle slide bar, good bore, top front of receiver marked with crisp American eagle crest, matching 
numbers on frame, barrel, takedown lever, rear toggle link (note the American Eagle Lugers are not 
numbered on as many parts as the German military variations) unique grip strap safety, checkered wood 
grips show average handling with 1-7rnd magazine. Good condition. 22-344 C&R NOTE: Please refer to the 
terms and conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

400

5193

Springfield 
1903 Sporter 
Bolt Action 
Rifle

.30-06, 24" bbl, SN 1033080. 90% older reblue finish shows average handling, fair bore, ME gauge reads 00, 
checkered wood stock shows average handling. Good condition. 22-448 C&R 100

5194

DOT Waffen 
werke Brunn 
Model 98 Bolt 
Action Rifle

8mm Mauser, 23 1/2" bbl, SN 2697.Gray patina, fair bore, receiver ring marked DOT 1943 with waffanants, 
right rear of barrel marked DOT 11 in shield, matching numbers on, receiver, barrel and floor plate, 
laminated wood stock shows average handling. Good condition. 22-458 C&R

200

5195

BYF Mauser-
Werke Model 
98 Bolt Action 
RIfle

8mm Mauser, 23 1/2" bbl, SN 4987. Gray patina, good bore, receiver marked BYF 44 with waffanants, 
matching numbers on receiver and barrel, laminated wood stock show average handling with a 5/8" chip
/bruise on right lower front of forearm between forearm cap and sling/barrel band, Good condition. 22-
457 C&R

200

5196

Chileno 
Mauser Loewe 
Model 1895 
Bolt Action 
Rifle

7x57 (7mm Mauser) 29" bbl, SN F8017. 95% blue finish shows average handling with minor thinning on 
receiver, good bore, receiver ring shows nice crisp Chilean crest, non matching number bolt, ladder style 
rear sight, wood stock shows average handling with clear 1895 inspectors mark on left side of butt stock, 
leather sling. Good condition. Antique.

150

5197
Enfield No4 
MK1 Bolt 
Action Rifle

.303 Brit, 25 1/4" bbl, SN AR12784. 95% black refinish, good bore, Redfield receiver side mounted rear 
peep sight, front sight missing upper section, wood stock shows average handling and appears in unissued 
condition, 1-10 rnd magazine. Good condition. 22-368 C&R NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions 
of this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

150

5198
CAI/Mauser 
M1916 Bolt 
Action Rifle

7.62/.308 WIn, 22" bbl, SN 29473. Dark gray patina, good bore, right side of muzzle marked CAI M1916 308 
Win. left side of receiver by breech marked 7.62, wood stock shows average handling with inlaid wood 
adapter piece at bolt notch, canvas sling. Good condition. 22-394 C&R

150

5199

Unknown 
Soviet Nagant 
Sporter Bolt 
Action Rifle

7.62x54R, 20 1/2" bbl, SN 1052554. Dark brown patina with heavy freckling, fair bore, breech marked with 
imperial Russian proof, has bolt issues, needs repairs/parts, cut down wood stock shows moderate 
handling with circular proofs on both sides of butt and large crack on left side of barrel channel from end of 
forearm down into finger groove. Fair condition. 22-294 C&R

60
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5200
Budapest M95 
Carbine Bolt 
Action Rifle

8x50mm, 19 1/2" bbl, SN 9389C. Dark gray/brown patina, fair bore, receiver ring marked Budapest M95, 
non matching numbers, straight pull bolt is very dry and sticks in closed position, flip up rear ladder sight, 
wood stock shows moderate handling with cracks on left side at barrel band, left side at butt plate, right 
side of butt has brass plate marked Captured Italian Carbine Presented to Frank Henry Walser 2nd. Good 
condition. 22-338 C&R

100

5200A CONDITION 
REPORTS firearms@alderferauction.com

5201

Schmidt-Rubin 
1889 
Composite 
Bolt Action 
Rifle

7.55x53.5mm? 21 1/2" bbl, SN 3354. Electric penned ORE 2027589 just behind magazine well, right side of 
rear sight block, left side of receiver and left side of breech. 85% blued finish shows general thinning, good 
bore, bolt has rear mounted locking lugs, cut down straight wood stock with replacement recoil pad has 12 
3/4" LOP and shows average handling with 1-6 rnd magazine. This rifle appears to be a composite made up 
from parts from several model/variations. Good condition. Antique.

50

5202

Starr Arms Co 
1858 Army 
Percussion 
Revolver

.44, 6" bbl, SN 8491H. Silver/gray patina with small areas of blue remaining, right side of frame marked 
Starr's Patent Jan 15 1856 left side of frame marked Starr Arms Co. New York. Wood grips show average 
handling with military inspectors cartouches on bottom edge of both scales, trigger does not always 
release the hammer. These early style double action revolvers utilized a unique trigger cocking system in 
which the trigger cocked the hammer and rotated the cylinder, they were issued to thousands of union civil 
war troops in the western theater before being replaced by the single action model 1863.

300

5203

Rogers & 
Spencer 
Percussion 
Revolver

.44, 7 1/2" bbl, SN 347. 60% blue finish shows average handling, good bore, cylinder only advances 
intermittently when cocking, visible numbers on frame, grips trap, cylinder, loading lever and barrel match, 
wood grips show average handling with script cartouche and small split in bottom of left scale comes with 
vintage leather holster marked Gaylord on belt slide. 5000 of these single action revolvers were ordered by 
the US government in 1864 for use in the civil war, it's believed that only the earliest ones made were 
delivered in time to see service during the war (this one is number 347) Good condition. Antique.

300

5204

ASM (Armi 
San Marco) 
Prospector 
Percussion 
Pistol

.55 smooth bore, 9 3/8" bbl, SN 4151. 90% blue finish on barrel, fair bore, engraved flat side receiver is 
case colored on top and white on sides, wood grips show average handling with extra .45 barrel. Good 
condition. Antique.

125

5205

CVA/ASM 
1860 Colt 
Navy 
Percussion 
Revolver

.36, 7 1/2" bbl, SN A82603. 90% blue finish on barrel and cylinder shows area of tool marks and abrasions 
around barrel wedge on left side and scattered light freckles, good bore, case color frame and loading lever 
with brass trigger guard and grip strap, wood grips show average handling. Good condition. Antique

150

5206

CVA/ASM 
1851 Colt 
Navy 
Percussion 
Revolver

.36, 7 1/2" bbl, SN B90782. 99% blue finish on barrel and cylinder shows only very light handling, very good 
bore, brass frame, case color hammer and loading lever, Date code BA (1991) very hard to read, wood grips 
show no handling, black US reproduction leather slim jim style holster. Very good condition. Antique.

150

5207
Contemporary 
Spanish 
Flintlock Pistol

.45, 9 3/4" bbl, NSN. 998% blue finish shows light handling with a few scattered freckles, fair bore with 2 
holes drilled through from mounting the forearm nose cap (should be checked by a reputable gunsmith 
before attempting to fire) strong engraved lock, checkered birdhead wood stock shows light handling with 
a few shallow dents. Good condition. Antique

100

5208 Philadelphia 
Deringer

.44, 1 3/4" flat top round bbl, NSN. Brown/gray patina, good bore, top flat of breech marked Deringer 
Philadel in 2 lines and large P on left upper flat, breech shows 2 silver bands, engraved tang, strong 
engraved lock marked Deringer Philadel in 2 lines on tang, engraved german silver trigger guard and 
furniture, checkered wood birds head stock shows light handling. Very good condition. Antique

150

5209

Belgian center 
Hammer 
Percussion 
Pistol

.48 bore, 2 1/8" bbl, NSN. Dark brown patina, poor bore, lock holds on full cock only, bore is slightly off 
center in barrel, left side barrel flat marked with Liege proof, wood bag handle grip shows average 
handling. Fair condition. Antique.

80

5210

European 
Double Action 
Pinfire 
Revolver

8.9 mm bore, 4 1/8" bbl, NSN. Dark brown patina with small areas of nickel remaining, fair bore, engraved 
frame, barrel and cylinder, right side of breech marked with crown over U proof, missing ejector rod 
assembly, elaborate grips show light handling. Fair condition. Antique.

80

5211

Lee Arms Red 
Jacket No 4 
Spur Trigger 
Revolver

.32 RF, 2 3/4" bbl, SN 36068. 80% nickel finish shows areas of scratching and flaking on corners and edges, 
fair bore, cylinder pin shows moderate tool marks, top strap marked The Lee Arms Co Wilkes Barre Pa in 2 
lines and top barrel flat marked Red Jacket No 4 smooth wood grips show light handling. Good condition. 
Antique

80

5212

Smith & 
Wesson 
Model 1 1/2 
3rd Model 
Double Action 
Revolver

.32 S&W. 3 1/2" bbl, SN 36354. 95% nickel finish shows areas of freckling with loss on crisp edges and 
muzzle, very good bore, pinned front sight, checkered plastic diamond pattern grips with S&W logo show 
light handling, with modern leather holster. Good condition. Antique.

100

mailto:firearms@alderferauction.com
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5213

Smith & 
Wesson 38 DA 
2nd Model 
Double Action 
Revolver

.38 S&W. 5" bbl, SN 107344. 80% nickel finish shows scattered areas of loss, fair bore, barrel tip up latch 
does need finger pressure to close tightly, checkered diamond pattern grips show moderate handling with 
crack in right heel, poor condition leather holster. Fair condition. Antique

100

5214

Antique 
Ottoman Style 
Flintlock 
Blunderbuss

Approx .60 bore, 19" bbl tapered/flared from octagon breech to full round 4" muzzle, NSN. Dark brown 
patina, lock needs repairs (hammer is loose and has no spring tension) heavy wood stock shows heavy 
handling with multiple cracks and repairs, sling loops and numerous inlays and decorative appliques some 
of which are loose and some are missing and appear to be made from brass, copper and bone, no ramrod. 
Fair condition. Antique.

100

5215

Harper Ferry 
Model 1842 
Percussion 
Musket

.69, 42" bbl, NSN. Dark brown patina, fair smooth bore, left side of breech marked VP, strong lock with 
plate marked spread eagle holding 2 arrows and olive branch over US and Harpers Ferry 1852 in 3 lines 
vertically on lock tail, wood stock shows average handling with no inspectors cartouches, left side of butt 
shows area of finish loss (appears to be chemical or solvent washed) with an area of illegible stamping, 3 
steel barrel bands held with springs, center band and trigger guard house sling loops, original steel ramrod 
shows slight bend. Good condition. Antique.

250

5216

Derringer 
Model 1817 
Percussion 
Conversion 
Musket

.60 bore, 36" bbl, NSN. Dark brown textured patina, fair smooth bore possibly rebarreled to 16 Ga shotgun, 
drum holds a small #11 size percussion nipple not the large size musket nipple that would have been used 
for military service, lock holds on full cock only but is slow to release with trigger, lock plate marked US 
Deringer Philad in 3 lines no legible date on lock tail, wood stock shows heavy handling with multiple cracks 
at lock bolts and bolster on left side and large chip missing behind hammer with steel oval patch box, barrel 
held with 3 steel bands and springs, incorrect ramrod, vintage Eley embossed percussion cap tin stored in 
patchbox. Good condition. Antique.

150

5217

Thompson 
Center 
Hawken 
Cougar 
Percussion 
Rifle

.50, replacement 31 7/8" bbl not the factory 28", SN 2853. 95% blue finish shows 2" area of oxidation and 
shallow pitting around muzzle approx 3" from mouth, fair bore, strong engraved stainless lock and 
furniture, set trigger, woodstock shows average handling with cougar medallion inlaid on right side of butt. 
Good condition. Antique.

200

5218

Warren & 
Steele 
Percussion 
Rifle

.38 bore, 34" bbl, NSN. Gray/brown patina, fair bore, engraved back action lock marked Warren & Steele 
Albany, brass forearm shows multiple dents, missing 1 ramrod thimble, tiger stripe wood stock shows 
average handling with crack on left side opposing patchbox, brass butt plate and toe plate are dented 
upward causing a small chip on toe. Good condition. Antique

150

5219

Remington 
Marked 
Underhammer 
Percussion 
Rifle

.36, 28 3/8" bbl, NSN. Dark brown patina, fair bore, left 10 o'clock barrel flat marked Remington, top of 
breech has 1 tapped hole and 1 dovetail attachment plate, wood perch belly style stock shows average 
handling with a small crack on left side opposing patchbox, wood ramrod with 3 thimbles, Good condition. 
Antique.

150

5220

ST. G. Rosch 
Germanic 
Percussion 
Rifle

.54 bore, 29" swapped bbl, NSN. Dark brown patina with 2 sections of top flat cleaned to gray, swamped 
barrel measures 1.00" muzzle, .86" center and 1.05" breech, fair bore, rear sight with second flip up blade, 
strong engraved back action holds intermittently with set trigger and mushroomed nipple and hammer 
face, heavy checkered wood stock with sliding wood patchbox (stuck closed) shows average handling, 
missing rear sling loop, barrel held with 2 wedge pins, exaggerated carved left side cheek piece and steel 
ramrod. Good condition. Antique

150

5221

Sharps & 
Hankins 
Sharps Model 
1862 Army 
Breech 
Loading 
Carbine

.52, 23 13/16" bbl, SN 9194. Dark brown textured patina, good bore, steel receiver marked on right side 
Sharps & Hankins Philada in 4 lines and left side Sharps Patent 1859 in 3 lines, serial number on top of 
upper tang, wood butt stock shows moderate handling with multiple cracks and carved star on right side 
with brass butt plate. Good condition. Antique

150

5222
Springfield 
1884 
Trapdoor Rifle

.45-70 Gov, 32 1/2" bbl, SN 521616. Dark gray/brown patina, good bore, left side of breech marked V P 
eagle head P, and A on top of breech, breech block marked 1884 US, strong lock with 3 click tumbler 
marked with spread eagle with shield holding 4 arrows and olive branch with US Springfield in 2 lines on 
lock plate, rod bayonet, front barrel band holds sling and stacking loops with rear loop mounted on trigger 
guard, wood stock shows average handling with script cartouche on left side above trigger dated 1891, 
circle P at end of trigger guard tang and 14 over H in front of top butt plate tang. Good condition. Antique.

200

5223

Springfield 
1863/1870 
Allin Trapdoor 
Conversion 
Rifle

.52, 22 1/2" cut down barrel, SN 12147. Silver/gray patina, good bore, barrel and receiver both matching 
numbers marked on left side of breech, no front sight, ladder style rear sight has loose elevator, breech 
block dated 1870 over eagle head US, strong lock shows areas of case color with 2 click tumbler marked 
with spread eagle and shield holding 4 arrows and olive branch, US Springfield in 2 lines and 1863 on lock 
plate tail, cut down wood stock shows average handling marked D V in front of upper butt plate tang and 
area of stamping on right side near butt plate, cut down steel ramrod with leather sling. Good condition. 
Antique.

150

5224

Harrington & 
Richardson 
Huntsman 
Percussion 
Rifle

.45, 28" bbl, SN AN265315. 95% blue finish on barrel shows average handling with area of discoloration
/glue residue at rear sight base, good bore, missing rear sight aperture, case color receiver shows a few 
scattered light freckles, extendable brass ramrod, wood stock and forearm show average handling with a 
few shallow dents on sides of butt. This inline muzzleloader utilizes #11 percussion caps and requires NICS 
check. Good condition. 22-400

100
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5225
C Horn 
Percussion 
Rifle

.29 bore, 35" bbl, NSN. Dark brown/black patina, fair bore, top barrel flat marked C Horn. Barrel shows very 
little erosion at nipple bolster, strong engraved back action style lock holds intermittently, adjustable set 
trigger, full length wood stock shows average handling with break through from left side lock bolt to top 
tang, brass patch box and man in the moon inlay on left side above carved cheek piece. Believed to have 
been made by Conrad Horn of Hazleton Pa circa 1850-1870. Good condition. Antique

100

5226
Unknown 
Percussion 
Rifle

.47 smooth bore, 40 3/4" bbl, NSN. Dark brown/black patina, fair bore, strong unmarked lock with lightly 
engraved hammer, barrel show moderate erosion around nipple bolster area, wood half stock shows 
average handling with large chip above lock on right side and multiple cracks at butt plate and toe, brass 
patch box, wood ramrod. Good condition. Antique.

100

5227

J Cassel Heavy 
Barrel 
Percussion 
Rifle

.38 bore, 36 3/4" bbl, NSN. Gray/brown patina, poor bore, heavy 1.10" barrel marked J Cassel on top flat, 
strong engraved lock holds but needs help to release, adjustable set trigger, wood half stock shows 
moderate handling with large piece missing from toe, pewter forearm nose cap, no ramrod. Its believed 
that this rifle was built by Joseph Cassel from Mansfield Ohio circa 1850-1865. Good condition. Antique.

100

5228

Antique 
Remington 
Model 2 
Rolling Block 
Rifle

.38 Rimfire, 28" bbl, SN 14081. Dark gray/black patina with moderate freckling, good bore, top barrel flat 
marked E Remington & Sons Ilion NY just forward of rear sight base, receiver shows 2 small cracks at rear 
corners of hammer notchwood stock and forearm show average handling with steel butt plate and forearm 
nose cap. Good condition. Antique.

100

5229
Percussion 
Conversion 
Long Rifle

.51 Bore, 38 3/8" bbl, NSN. Dark brown patina, poor smooth bore, unmarked barrel shows heavy erosion 
around nipple and drum, strong unmarked lock hold on full cock only, refinished tiger striped wood stock 
shows average handling, pinned barrel with wood ramrod. Good condition. Antique.

100

5230
CVA 
Percussion 
Mountain Rifle

.50, 32" bbl, SN 0003727. 50% crude plumb brown finish shows heavy mottling, fair bore, both dovetails 
are missing sights, missing 1 wedge pin, strong lock with adjustable set trigger needs adjustment, lock 
modified with cap screw and spacer for drum cleanout, flame stained wood stock shows moderate 
handling with cracks at butt plate, engraved patchbox, forearm nose cap, trigger guard and wedge pin 
escutions. These Mountain rifles were one of the most accurate muzzleloaders CVA made in the 1970's. 
Fair condition. Antique.

50

5230A Product is 
Sold AS IS Please review all photos and fully read all descriptions.

5231

E Mahillon A 
Bruxelles SxS 
Underlever 
Shotgun

12 Ga. 30" Damascus bbls, 2 1/2" chambers, Cyl/Cyl bores, NSN, dark brown patina, good bores, strong 
engraved back action style rabbit ear locks on engraved receiver with underlever shows small traces of blue 
finish in protected areas, european style sling loops, checkered wood stock and forearm show average 
handling with a crack on right side of heel. Good condition. Antique.

100

5232

P Stevens 
Maastricht 
Model 1873 
Bolt Action 
Rifle

10.4 mm, 32 1/2" bbl, SN 4081. Dark brown patina, fair bore, flip up ladder style sight, wood stock shows 
moderate handling with a small wood piece added in against left side of magazine and a long crack on left 
side along receiver (loose but should be easy to repair), sling loops, steel barrel bands held with springs and 
steel cleaning rod. Fair condition. Antique.

80

5233

French 
Tabatiere Zulu 
Shotgun 
Conversion

10 Ga. 27" bbl, SN 32311. Dark brown patina, fair bore, breech block is very similar to the snider blocks, 
missing firing pin, hammer screw is broke, modified cut down stock held at forearm with wire wrap, fair 
condition. Antique.

60

5234
Spanish 
percussion 
Fowler

28 Ga. 32 1/2" bbl, SN 25786. Chrome with moderate/heavy freckling, fair bore, octagon to round barrel, 
marked Spain, strong unmarked lock, wood half stock shows average handling with some underlying sander
/tool marks with small round patchbox. Good condition. Antique.

80

5235

Hollis 
Percussion 
Single Barrel 
Fowler

20 Ga. 39 7/8" bbl, NSN. Gray/silver patina, poor bore, octagon to round barrel with single wedding band 
transition and 2 thin gold band inlays on breech, right side of breech exhibits small area of cold shuts in 
forging 2" in front of nipple bolster (should be checked by competent gunsmith prior to firing), brass front 
bead and brass rear block sight, engraved breech, tang, trigger guard, butt plate, cap box and strong back 
action Hollis marked lock, wood half stock shows old cracks on left side at rear lock bolt, barrel held via 2 
barrel wedges with brass escutions, wood ramrod with 2 thimbles and forearm cap. Good condition. 
Antique

100

5236
US WWI 
Insignia 
Grouping

To include US AED 29th Infantry Div, 2 variations of 90th infantry Div,76th Div with numbers, 91st Infantry, 
26th Infantry Yankee Div, and 5 others 12 pieces total. 30

5237 Kriegsmarine 
Dress Dagger

10" blade with double fullers on both sides, good working release/latch, cross guard shows crisp anchor, 
wire wrapped white handle shows average handling, German eagle pommel, metal scabbard shows no 
dents with 80% gold gilting, 2 suspension rings, 2 screw throat and oval ball finial.

100

5238

German 
Military And 
Civilian 
Tinnies and 
more

To include Hitler photo, 1939 flying Eagle uniform pin, Women's aid (Reichsfrauenhile) pin, German 
grenade pin, missile pin, reproduction iron cross medal case, and lots more. approx 36 pins and 1 photo. 30

5239
German Pins, 
Tinnies and 
Emblems

To include Kriegsmarine E Boat badge, SS emblem, Wreath and more 21 pieces total. 30
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5240

War time 
Money And 
Bank Notes 
WWI-WWII 
Grouping

To include 39 paper pieces mostly German and 6 coins. 30

5241

Antique and 
Vintage 
Military 
Medals, Pins, 
Insignia's

To include German Panzer Badge, Austrian Emperor Franz Joseph medal, 3 Japanese medals, Tagder Arbeit 
medal and more. 17 pieces total. 50

5241A Soviet WWII 
Medals

Grouping of 10 Soviet medals including 1-Victory over Germany in the great patriotic war, 1-Defence of 
Leningrad, 1-Victory over Japan, 1- Liberation of Warsaw, 2-Defence of the caucasus, 1- Defence of 
Stalingrad, 1-Defence of Sevastopol, Defence of Odessa, 1-Liberation of Prague. Most show wear with 
staining and wear on ribbons.

50

5242

Waffen SS 
Ring, Belt, 
Buckles And 
More

Grouping of 10 Soviet medals including 1-Victory over Germany in the great patriotic war, 1-Defence of 
Leningrad, 1-Victory over Japan, 1- Liberation of Warsaw, 2-Defence of the caucasaus, 1- Defence of 
Stalingrad, 1-Defence of Sevastopol, Defence of Odessa, 1-Liberation of Praque. Most show wear with 
staining and wear on ribbons.

30

5243

German And 
Russian 
Tinnies and 
Medals 
Grouping

Vintage and modern military medals, tinnies and insignias, 19 pieces total. 30

5244

Russian 
(Soviet) Air 
Force Officers 
Dress Dagger

8 1/4" blade dated 1953 on ricasso, brass cross guard and star pommel, good working push button catch, 
black leather clad scabbard with brass throat and tip with 2 suspension rings. 30

5245
WWII Era 
Photos Most 
German

Approx 73 pieces including officers, bands, parades, soldiers, towns and more. 30

5246

WWII Era 
German 
Photos and 
Postcards 
Including Hitler

Approx 28 pieces including Hitler, motorcycles, soldiers using bumper cars, wedding and more. 30

5247

US Military 
Ephemera, 
Holster, And 
Overseas Caps

To include US War Dept letters most dated 1942, USS Leyte Aircraft Carrier welcome booklet, 2 WWII era 
overseas caps and leather revolver holster. 30

5248

Portepee, 
Shoulder 
Cords And 
More

Grouping of assorted cords/knots, portepee, and more. 30

5249
German Flags, 
Arm/Helmet 
Bands

1 flag 30"x 17", 1 flag 17"x 11", 3 red and white bands, yellow 6 3/4" x 4. 30

5250
German Youth 
Knife And 
More

Hitler Youth Knife with 5 3/8" blade marked RZ over M and M7/51/41 on one side of ricasso, checkered 
black handle with emblems on one side, metal shows average handling with steel black painted scabbard 
and leather loop and 2nd model Luftwaffe dagger parts including cross guard, grips and pommel.

30

5251 Early German 
Youth Knife

Hitler Youth Knife with 5 1/2" blade marked RZ over M Nad M7/51 1936 on side of blade and Blut und Ehre 
(Blood and Honour) on reverse, checkered black handle with emblems on one side, metal shows average 
handling with steel black painted scabbard and leather loop.

30

5252 German Youth 
Knife

Hitler Youth Knife with 5 1/4" blade marked Puma Solingen on side of blade, black checkered handle with 
emblem on one side, metal shows average handling with some freckling and steel black painted scabbard 
with leather loop.

30

5252A Militaria 
Assortment

German dagger and Krieg's Marine building drape/banner (appears to be a reproduction with German 
markings and poor quality stitching, 54"h x 94"w), Luftwaffe Dagger by SMF (Stocker & Co.) with 10 1/4" 
blade marked SMF Soligen with seated King holding vertical sword, intact Moroccan blue leather washer
/bumper. Eagle cross guard, wire wrapped grip with metal pommel, silver color portepee in pebble 
textured metal scabbard with three oak leaves and ball finial, two suspension rings and bands with two 
screw throat.

10

5253

WWII German 
Paratrooper 
Gravity Knife 
And More

3 1/4" blade marked ?SMF Solingen very faint on side of blade, rigging spike for untangling cordage, and 
metal swivel for lanyard with wood handles, miniature Samurai sword with 7 1/8" blade and decorated 
scabbard, miniature US presentation sword with 7 3/8" blade and scabbard, Puma wood knife case.

50

5254 German WWII 
Items

to include 1 leather K98 bayonet frog, mess tool, orange/yellow helmet band used for field exercises and 
training Post card and German Dog tag for Edmond Tkotsch. 30
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5255

German 
Military 
Badges And 
More

To include 2-German Infantry Assault badges ( 1 has missing pin and clasp and 1 missing clasp) 1 
Kriegsmarine Sub (U Boat) badge,1 Luftwaffe Pilot Observer badge, and more. 50

5256

German 
Military 
Badges And 
More

Volkswagen Commemorative badge, metal wreath, metal wreath with cockade, Nationals pin, 6 assorted 
cockades and more. 30

5257

Bombing Of 
Chungking 
Photos and 
Military 
Grouping

3 Chungking bombing photos in envelope, Japanese Aircraft Mechanic Qualification badge, German 
cockades and more. 30

5258 WWII Military 
Grouping

To include 5" dia tray, 2-20mm German artillery shells, gun cleaning kit in canvas bag, HAP marked 
compass,14 German uniform buttons. 30

5259
German 
Insignia 
Grouping

Approx 24 pieces with some small ribbon sections. 30

5260
Military Belt 
badges And 
More

to include white web dress belt and buckle, 4- PNG (Pennsylvania National Guard) commemorative medals 
by Joseph K Davidson's Sons Phila, 5 assorted badges, 2- Hazleton Knights of the Golden Eagle ribbons, 2- 
shooting awards, and more.

50

5261

Vintage 
Military and 
Civilian Photo 
Grouping

To include many from WWII European theater/Berlin, tanks, soldiers, battle damaged bridges and more 
75+ pieces. 30

5262
Military 
Insignia's and 
Souvenirs

To include 1916 Crossing the Mexican border silk, 3rd Military railway service souvenir booklet, US military 
coloring/comic books 1950 and 54, serving overseas wall hanging, 10 uniform insignia's, including Airborne. 30

5263
Trench Art 
Artillery Shell 
Lamps

2 electric lamps made from shell casings 1-16" high approx 41 mm at base of lamp socket, 1- approx 15" 
high 48 mm at base of socket with Japanese writing on side and coins on base. 30

5264
Bayonets 
Knives And 
Machete

1-European dress bayonet with 9 3/4" blade marked WG on ricasso in steel scabbard with leather frog, US 
M6 bayonet with 6 5/8" blade by Imperial, Machete with 17 1/2" blade marked Rocket Brand on ricasso 
with canvas sheath and 2- US GI folding knives.

30

5265 Hatchet And 
Knife Grouping To include Ka-Bar hatchet, 2-fixed blade knives, approx 19 folding knives. 30

5266

Military 
Medical Kit 
And Map 
Reading 
Glasses

Adjustable map reading glasses in leather case and medical kit with 13 pieces including forceps, tweezers, 
scissors and more in canvas roll. 30

5267

Military Medal 
Grouping 
Attributed to 
James Logan 
Jr JAG USMC

To include US Air medal, Bronze Star, USMC insignia, button grouping, US Flag wall hanging 18" x 11 1/2" 
and assortment of tinnies, pins, toys, coins and more including some German wreath/eagle pieces. 30

5268
US Navy 
Uniforms And 
Photo Album

1950's Navy Whites with Donald Duck caps and photo album full of vintage naval ships/carriers and port 
photos. 30

5269

German SS Ink 
Stamp and 
Military 
Grouping

SS ink stamp with wood handle 4 5/8" high, 2 - Armoured vehicle periscope heads, bandages, belt buckle, 
fuel ration, brass ashtray marked India, US rubber rifle recoil boot, 3 1/2" steel cannonball. 30

5270

US Military 
Gear And 
Swedish 
Bayonet

Canteen with cover, loaded first aid kit, messenger style shoulder bag, khaki web belt with 4 pouches, 
green web belt with first aid supplies in pouch, 2-E tools with covers, and Swedish M/1896 bayonet with 8 1
/4" blade marked EJ AB with crown over E Anchor on one side of ricasso and crown over 493 on reverse in 
steel scabbard .

30

5271
Reproduction 
German 
Helmet

Modern Reproduction steel German helmet with leather interior and chin strap. 20

5272

USMC 
Uniform 
Grouping 
Attributed to 
James Logan 
Jr JAG

To include green hat with emblem, long overcoat, khaki jacket and pants, green jacket three pair pants and 
a belt. 20
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5273

Engraved 
German
/Prussian 
Dress Sword

32" unmarked blade, steel P guard shows moderate oxidation, double rain guards on hooked cross bar, 
twisted wire wrap grip shows minor loosening, steel scabbard with 1 suspension ring and 2 screw throat 
with drag shows heavy freckling.

30

5274
1840 Pattern 
Ames Cavalry 
Saber

35 3/4" fullered blade shows areas of moderate oxidation, marked N P Ames Cabotville 1848 on one side of 
ricasso and US WI? on reverse, brass crossguard, knuckle bow and pommel with twisted wire wrap grip 
showing areas of loss on leather, steel scabbard with drag and 2 suspension rings shows free of notable 
denting with brown patina.

50

5275

Antique 
Newspaper 
(Lincoln Dead) 
And Vintage 
Military 
Themed Art

Framed New York Herald dated April 15 1865 announcing President Dead 19 1/4" x 26 1/2", framed war 
bonds add 15 1/2" x 11 3/4", framed statue of Liberty with naval and air coverage 16 3/4" x 20 3/4" framed 
battle at fort Sumter 19 1/4" x 16 1/4" and a wood desk plaque James Logan Jr Attorney at Law 3 1/2" x 14 
3 /4" 5 pieces total.

20

5276 Vietnam War 
Art and Poster

Framed Vietnam Hunting Club painted sign 25 5/8" x 33 3/8" Vietnam paper poster on cardboard 23 1/2" x 
36" copyright date 1990, framed print Duty Honor Country 556/1000 marked to Sgt Franklin Blowers For 
your ultimate sacrifice 18 1/2" x24 1/2" 8th Armored Division plywood sign approx 25" wide and 22 3/4" 
high shows some delamination to bottom 4 pieces total.

20

5277

War Bond 
Posters And 
Military Art 
Grouping

To include Beat back the Hun Liberty Bonds poster in frame 21 x 29, 1943 Buy War Bonds Poster 24 x 30 
with cardboard, WSS Poster 22" x 30 1/2" Third Liberty Loan poster (shows damage) 19 1/2" x 32" WAC 
poster 9/20/43 23 1/4" x 36" and Andersonville Prison print 6 pieces total.

20

5278
Sealed Spam 
Can of 7.62 
Ball Ammo

300 rnds L2A2 7.62 ammo in spam can with canvas strap. 50

5279
Shotgun 
Ammo 
Assorted

Approx 177 rnds 16ga, 11 rnds 12ga, 3 rnds 410ga. mixed manufactures and shot including some assorted 
slugs 191 rnds total in plastic box. 20

5280 Ammo 
Assorted

To include 2 boxes 25 rnds each Federal 16 Ga 6 shot, approx 40 rnds Winchester .32 short Colt center fire 
blanks in vintage box, approx 300 rnds mixed .22 rimfire including shot, CB long, LR and approx 20 rnds 
mixed loose ammo. 410 rnds total .

20

5281

8mm German 
Marked Steyr 
Ammo on 
Stripper Clips

8 boxes with 2-5rnd stripper clips each, 80 rnds total head stamped with waffenants and most dated 1938 20

5282

8mm German 
Marked Steyr 
Ammo on 
Stripper Clips

6 boxes with 2-5rnd stipper clips each, 60 rnds total head stamped with waffenants and most dated 1938 20

5283

12Ga Shotgun 
Ammo 
Assorted Most 
Steel Shot

To include 2 boxes 25 rnds each federal 3" 4 shot steel, 2 boxes 25 rnds each Federal 3" 1 shot steel, 1 box 
25 rnd Remington 3" T shot steel, 1 box 23 rnds Federal 3" BB shot copper plated, 2 boxes 25 rnds each 
Remington 2 3/4" 4 shot steel, 1 box 25 rnds Winchester 2 3/4" 7 1/2 shot and approx 22 rnds Remington 2 
3/4" 8 shot. approx 247 rnds total

20

5284 .308 Win 
Ammo 4 boxes 20 rnds each Federal 169 grain BTHP, Gold medal match 80 rnds total 20

5285
.308 Win 
Ammo 
Assorted

To include 47 rnds Hornady,178 grain ELD-X, 36 rnds, Sierra 165 grain TGK, 11 rnds, Remington 180 grain 
PSP 94 rnds total 20

5286
.308 Win 
Ammo 
Assorted

To include 20 rnds Federal 168 grain BTHP match, 20 rnds Remington 180 grain PSP, 20 rnds PMC 150 grain 
PSP and 19 rnds mixed 79 rnds total 20

5287 12 Ga 3 1/2" 
Turkey Ammo 3 boxes 10 rnds each Remington (3 1/2") 4 shot. 30 rnds total 20

5288 Ammo 
Assorted

2 boxes 10 rnds each Remington 12 GA 3" 6 shot, 1 box 20 rnds Federal .30-30 Win 170 grain BSP and 1 box 
20 rnds Remington 410 Ga 2 1/2" 6 shot. 60 rnds total 20

5289 Ammo 
Assorted To include 72 rnds 8mm Mauser ( some on stripper clips), 75 rnds .32 auto in ammo can. 20

5290
12Ga Slugs 
And Buckshot 
Assorted

to include 57 rounds mixed slugs and 10 rnds 00 BUckshot, 67rnds total. 20

5291 20Ga Ammo 
Assorted Approx 72 total rounds mixed including 10 rnds buckshot. 20

5292 .30-06 Ammo 
Assorted To include 3 boxes 20 rnds each Federal 180 grain SP, 34 rnds reloads for components only 94 rnds total. 20
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5293 Rifle Ammo 
Assorted

To include 20 rnds Weatherby, .270 Weatherby Mag 150 grain SP, 38 rnds .30-30 Win possible reloads for 
components only, 58 rnds total. 20

5294
7mm Rem 
Mag Ammo 
Assorted

To include 30 rnds Speer 175 grain Grand Slam, 23 rnds mixed with some possible reloads for components 
only. 53 rnds total. 20

5295 .243 Win 
Reloads Approx 75 rnds .243 Win reloads, for components only. 20

5296
.338 Win Mag 
Ammo 
Assorted

1 box 20 rnds Federal 210 grain Nosler, 40 rnds mixed, including some reloads for components only. 60 
rnds total. 20

5297 12Ga Steel 
Shot Ammo 2 boxes 25 rnds each Kent Fast Steel 3 1/2" 2 shot, 11 rnds Kent Fast Steel 3 1/2" 1 shot. 61 rnds total. 20

5298
12Ga Heavy 
Ammo 
Assorted

Approx 93 rnds total including Tungsten, steel, copper plated shots. 20

5299 12Ga Ammo 
Assorted 166 rnds mixed including 2 3/4" and 3" most high brass. 20

5300 Pistol Ammo 
Assorted

To include approx 70 rnds .38 Special, 73 rnds .357 Mag, 50 rnds American Eagle .380 Auto 95 grain MC, 17 
rnds .40 S&W 180 grain , 200 rnds .22LR, and approx 50 rnds loose mixed. Approx 410 rnds total. 20

5300A CONDITION 
REPORTS firearms@alderferauction.com

5301
.44 Mag 
Shotshell 
ammo

39 rnds CCI shot 3 boxes of 10 rnds each and 1 box 9 rnds. 20

5302 12Ga Steel 
Shot Ammo 38 rnds Federal 2 3/4" 2 shot and 42 rnds Federal 2 3/4" 4 shot. 80 rnds total. 20

5303 12Ga Ammo 
Assorted

3 boxes 25 rnds each Remington 4 shot, 1 box 25 rnds Remington 6 shot and approx 65 rnds mixed. 165 
rnds total. 20

5304 .22LR Ammo 
Assorted

9 boxes 50 rnds each Winchester 36 grain HP, approx 500 rnds Winchester 40 grain HP and approx 275 
rnds Federal 40 grain solid. Approx 1225 rnds total in plastic ammo can. 20

5305 Rifle Ammo 
Assorted 34 rnds Winchester .30-06 220 grain Silvertip, 34 rnds Remington .300 Savage 150 grain PSP. 68 rnds total. 20

5306
.22WMR 
Ammo 
Assorted

4 boxes 50 rnds each Federal 30 grain JHP and 20 rnds CCI shotshell. 120 rnds total. 20

5307 .22LR Ammo 
Assorted

1 can 325 rnds Federal 36 grain copper HP, 500 rnds CCI and 100 rnds CCI Mini Mag 36 grain copper HP. 
925 rnds total. 20

5308 .22 Ammo 
Assorted

100 rnds .22LR CCI Mini Mag 36 grain copper HP, approx 225 rnds .22LR Aguila Eley Prime 30 grain HP, 
approx 280 rnds mixed .22LR, 50 rnds .22 Long and approx 125 rnds .22 short, 780 rnds total in plastic tool 
box.

20

5309
Shotgun 
Ammo 
Assorted

74 rnds 20 ga including 25 rnds 4 shot, 49 rnds 6 shot, approx 65 rnds mixed 16Ga and 7rnds 12Ga. 146 
rnds total. 20

5310 .222 Rem 
Ammo 4 boxes 20 rnds each Remington 50 grain PSP. 80 rnds total. 20

5310A Product is 
Sold AS IS Please review all photos and fully read all descriptions.

5311
.222 Rem 
Ammo 
Assorted

2 boxes 20 rnds each Remington 50 grain PSP, 20 rnds Horady 50 grain V-Max, 20 rnds Hornady 55 grain 
Super Ex, 20 rnds Norma 50 grain SPP, and 66 rnds mixed including some reloads for components only. 166 
rnds total.

20

5312 .243 Win 
Ammo

3 boxes 20 rnds each Winchester 100 grain Power point, 44 rnds possible reloads for components only. 104 
rnds total. 20

5313 .243 Win 
Ammo approx 105 rnds assorted including some reloads for components only. 20

5314 .30-06 Ammo 
Assorted 35 rnds PMC 150 grain FMJ, 32 rnds mixed in Remington boxes, 67 rnds total. 20

5315
.22 Rimfire 
Ammo 
Assorted

approx 825 rnds .22LR, 35 rnds .22 shot, approx 70 rnds .22WMR, 930 rnds total. 20

mailto:firearms@alderferauction.com
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5316 Ammo 
Assorted

20 rnds Remington .30-30 Win 150 gr SPT, 20 rnds Federal .30-30 Win 150 gr SP, 66 rnds mixed .30-30 win, 
20 rnds Federal .270 Win 150 gr SP, 12 rnds mixed 12 ga and 5rnds Sears 12Ga slugs, some possible reloads 
for components only. 143 rnds total with bonus 1949 Steel Pennsylvania license plate.

20

5317

12Ga Vintage 
Shotgun 
Ammo 
Assorted

1 box 25 rnds Western 6 shot, 1 box 25 rnds Remington 6 shot, approx 124 rnds mixed in vintage boxes, 
174 rnds total in modified Winchester wood ammo crate. 20

5318 Ammo 
Assorted

2 boxes 25 rnds each Remington 20 Ga 7 1/2 shot, 450 rnds CCI Mini Group .22LR, approx 35 rnds .22LR 
shot, 1 box 50 rnds Western .32 S&W and approx 25 rnds loose mixed. 610 rnds total with vintage cleaning 
rod in modified wood Winchester ammo crate.

20

5319 Antique And 
Vintage Ammo

1 box Remington UMC approx 40 rnds .32 WCF (.32-20), 1 box 18 rnds Remington UMC 45-70 Government 
in 2 piece box. 20

5320
Antique 
Winchester 
Ammo

2 boxes 50 rnds each Winchester .32 WCF (32-20) in 2 piece boxes, 1 is still factory sealed. 20

5321 Antique Ammo 1 box 50 rnds Winchester .32 WCF (32-20) in 2 piece box and approx 20 rnds .32 WCF (32-20) in Peters box. 20

5322 7mm-250 
Ammo Approx 225 rnds reloads made from 250 Savage cases. 40

5323 7mm-250 
Ammo Approx 180 rnds reloads made from 250 Savage cases. 40
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Successful online bidders, who bid through a third party online bidding platform, will be 
assessed a 5% surcharge. This charge offsets the fee collected by the third party platform. For 
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3. Firearms 
Alderfer Auction is a Licensed Federal Firearms Dealer (FFL) located in southeastern 
Pennsylvania. Whether you are buying or selling firearms at Alderfer Auction you will be 
assured that your firearms have been processed according to the rigorous regulations 
established by the Federal Government. It is recommended that all Firearms be checked by 
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Firearm Laws 
All firearms are sold in accordance with Federal and Pennsylvania State Laws. All post 1898 
(Modern) firearms must be registered in compliance with Federal and State Law. Purchasers of 
Modern firearms who are Pennsylvania residents must complete state and federal registration 
forms at Alderfer Auction, 501 Fairgrounds Rd., Hatfield, PA 19440, or provide a signed copy of 
a Federal Firearms License from a dealer that your purchase can be shipped to. FFL Dealers 
and out-of-state buyers must have in their possession on the day of sale, signed copies of their 
Federal Firearms License in order to accept same-day delivery of modern firearms. Buyers who 
act as agents for FFL dealers must have a letter of agency as well as a signed copy of the 
dealers Federal Firearms License (FFL). Internet bidders who are out-of-state buyers and FFL 
dealers must fax a current FFL license within 24 hours of the close of the sale to Alderfer 
Auction at 215-368-9055. Curio & Relic FFL licenses will be accepted on auction lots indicated 
in the description "(C&R)”. 
 
Specific State Restrictions 
Auctions may contain many firearms and items that are non-compliant (not allowed) in certain 
States. Alderfer Auction WILL NOT ship or SELL any of these items that are prohibited in any 
State. We are aware of these Sates and their Laws and it is the duty of each potential bidder to 
make sure they are allowed to own this legally in their respective States. Alderfer Auction WILL 
NOT convert or make any firearm compliant to meet a certain State's requirements. Listed here 
are state laws restricting the sale of certain high-capacity magazines. These are STATE laws, 
sometimes there are COUNTY or CITY laws with stricter restrictions. It is your responsibility to 
be or become familiar with local gun laws.  
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California or anyone using a billing address in the state of California.  
D.C.: We do not ship, sell, or offer for sale any magazines over 10 rounds to anyone in the 
District of Columbia or anyone using a billing address for the District of Columbia. 
Hawaii: We do not ship, sell, or offer for sale any magazines over 10 rounds that may fit a 
handgun to anyone in Hawaii or anyone using a billing address in the state of Hawaii.  
Illinois: We do not ship, sell, or offer for sale any magazines over 12 rounds to anyone in 
Chicago, IL or anyone using a billing address in Chicago, IL. We do not ship, sell, or offer for 
sale any magazines over 15 rounds to anyone in Aurora, IL or anyone using a billing address in 
Aurora, IL.  
Maryland: We do not ship, sell, or offer for sale any magazines over 20 rounds to anyone in 
Maryland or anyone using a billing address in the state of Maryland.  
Massachusetts: We do not ship, sell, or offer for sale any magazines over 10 rounds to anyone 
in Massachusetts or anyone using a billing address in the state of Massachusetts.  
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New Jersey or anyone using a billing address in the state of New Jersey. Firearms cannot be 
picked up at Alderfer Auction. All firearms must be shipped to a FFL holder in your state 
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purchased at Alderfer Auction; find complete list per N.J.S. 2C:39 – 1. 
New York: We do not ship, sell, or offer for sale any magazines over 10 rounds to anyone in 
New York or anyone using a billing address in the state of New York.  
Any firearms sold containing prohibited magazines as mentioned above will be shipped less the 
banned magazine, no refunds will be offered. 
Purchasers may inspect the merchandise and are urged to do so. The Auctioneer makes no 
warranty as to condition and shall not be responsible for any defects in any Lot. Any used 
firearm should be inspected by a competent gunsmith for safety, function, and proper 
ammunition type/size before attempting to fire. Any description of mechanical function or 



condition does NOT mean the gun has been inspected or tested for firing capabilities. All goods 
are exposed for Public Exhibition and for Internet buyer's, condition is described in the listings. 
Firearm Shipping 
Please send all FFL’s to shipping@alderferauction.com or text a copy to 833-609-5701. 
Antique firearms, please complete and submit Shipping Request Form at 
https://www.alderferauction.com/services/shipping. 
 
Alderfer Auction is FFL approved and therefore all shipping, packing and insurance are handled 
by us. Fees must be paid in advance and the shipping cost will be applied to your credit card on 
file. Shipping, handling and insurance fees will be applied to each item. To economize, we will 
pack multiple items of similar size and type together if possible. 
 
All firearms require insurance and a required signature. 
 
Any winning bid outside the continental United States must make arrangements with an FFL 
Importer/Exporter. The bidder is responsible for all shipping costs related to Alderfer Auction 
and to the Importer/Exporter. 
 
Packing fees:  

1. $25 for the first long gun 
2. $10 for each additional long gun 
3. $11 for the first handgun 
4. $6 fee for each additional handgun 

 
Any winning bidder wanting to ship a firearm or firearms outside of the continental United States 
must make arrangements with an FFL Importer/Exporter. The bidder is responsible for all 
shipping costs related to Alderfer Auction requirements as stated above to the 
Importer/Exporter, and all costs in accordance with the Importer/Exporter in shipping the 
firearm(s) to said bidder. 
 
Questions regarding shipping, handling and insurance costs or tracking of your package, please 
contact our shipping department at shipping@AlderferAuction.com. 
 
Please allow 2 weeks for shipping from receipt of payment. You will receive an emailed tracking 
number once your package is shipped. 
 
4. Endangered Species  
Each threatened and endangered species will be assessed on a case-by-case basis as 
mandated by State and Federal laws. If you have questions please call 215.393.3000.  
 
 
5. Pick-Up and Shipping  
Customer Responsibility Check List: 

• Payment 
• Pickup or Shipping Scheduling/Arrangements 
• Vehicle, Helpers, Packing Supplies 
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• Review Terms 

Alderfer Auction offers onsite shipping subject to limitations. Shipping, handling and insurance 
fees are additional to the total purchase price. Fees must be paid in advance by credit card. If 
you choose to ship your item, YOU ARE RESPONSIBLE FOR MAKING SHIPPING 
ARRANGEMENTS.  
 
All lots must be removed from the premises of Alderfer Auction no later than 10 business days 
after an auction.  
If you choose to pick-up your lots at the Auction Center, you must schedule a pickup 
appointment via https://booking.appointy.com/alderferauction. Appointments are accepted 
Monday – Friday 9:00AM – 4:00PM. Packing materials are the responsibility of the purchaser. 
 
Unpaid items still remaining at our auction center 30 calendar days after the auction date will be 
considered abandoned and will be consigned to a future auction without additional notice to the 
purchaser. 
 
6. Holding & Handling Fees; Product Abandonment 
We would like to take this opportunity to thank you for your business and make you aware of a 
new policy beginning November 2, 2020.  
Due to our increased online business and space limitations, auction items must be picked up in 
a timely manner within 10 business days of auction close.  
Thus, we are implementing a Holding and Handling Program effective November 2, 2020. When 
you are a winning bidder of an Alderfer Online (at offsite location) you are required to pick-up 
your items at that location on given date and scheduled time. 
If you request to have your lots brought back (at additional cost) from location to Alderfer 
Auction, Hatfield, you are required to pick-up items within 10 business days. 
Following industry standards, after business 10 days you will be assessed a $5.00 per lot, per 
day, Holding and Handling fee. This fee will be assessed and charged to your credit card upon 
pickup of your items. Please note that if items are picked up within 10 days, you will not incur a 
fee. Please note that equipment and vehicle Holding and Handling fees are $125/month. 
Please note that unpaid items still remaining at our auction center 30 calendar days after the 
auction date will be considered abandoned and will be consigned to a future auction without 
additional notice to the purchaser. 
 
7. Warranty & Condition Reports 
All announcements made on auction day shall take precedence over previously distributed 
information, print or electronic media. 
All items are sold "AS-IS, where-is" with no warranty expressed or implied. Descriptions are 
believed to be accurate but not guaranteed. Please bid accordingly if you are uncertain of the 
condition or use of an item. Statements by Alderfer Auction regarding the condition of objects 
are for guidance only and should not be relied upon as statements of fact, and do not constitute 
a representation or assumption of liability by Alderfer Auction. Photographs may also be used to 
represent condition of an item.  
While every effort is made to determine provenance, authenticity and condition, it is the 
responsibility of the Bidder to arrive at their own conclusion prior to bidding. Provenance and 
authenticity including attributions are guaranteed by neither the consignor nor Alderfer Auction. 
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Alderfer Auction strongly encourages bidders to personally inspect all lots. The Bidder should 
also review online descriptions, listings and/or catalogs to obtain necessary information. Bidders 
may contact Alderfer Auction for a condition report at ConditionReport@AlderferAuction.com. 
Alderfer Auction will attempt to furnish one, but shall not be liable for failing to do so. All auction 
inquiries must be received a minimum of 48 hours prior to the start of the auction. 
8. Estimates 
Item estimates provided in print or electronic media are not a representation or a prediction of 
the hammer price that will be realized at auction, which may be substantially different from our 
original estimates. We shall not be liable for any discrepancies between our estimates and a 
price realized. 
 
Any appraisal, estimate or opinion expressed by any principal or employee of Alderfer Auction, 
consultant to Alderfer Auction, or other person with respect to the anticipated auction price of 
any item or merchandise is a statement of opinion only and Alderfer Auction makes no  
9. Limitations of Liability 
Alderfer Auction is not liable for any breach or default by the consignor of a Lot. Alderfer Auction 
may withdraw any item before the sale if there is doubt as to the authenticity, title, or laws 
restricting the sale of the item or the accuracy of the Consignor’s representations. 
 
10. Governing Law 
Pennsylvania State Law prohibits any owner from bidding on their own merchandise to enhance 
the value. “Bidding in” or bidding on behalf of the Consignor shall be grounds for discontinuation 
of the auction and a claim for any resulting damages including, but not limited to, a reasonable 
amount for lost commissions. 
 
Alderfer Auction logo(s), content and photography are copyright materials that may not be 
copied, used or duplicated without the written consent of Alderfer Auction, 501 Fairgrounds Rd., 
Hatfield, PA 19440. 
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